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Join us as we travel the globe to the great musical cities of the world!

Season Highlights:
- Pianists Inna Faliks, Andrew Armstrong and Spencer Myer
- A Tribute to Leonard Bernstein
- Cellists Anna Burden and Riana Anthony
- Vienna, Paris, Munich, Moscow, New York, Los Angeles, and more!

Tickets Start at $35
Students and Children are JUST $10

ALL CONCERTS HELD IN THE DOOR COMMUNITY AUDITORIUM
Fish Creek - 7:30 PM - Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday

Check the website for details!

www.musicfestival.com | 920.854.4060
Box Office located in Green Gables Shops North Ephraim
LETTER FROM THE CHAIR AND THE PRESIDENT

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra welcomes internationally esteemed guest conductors to Symphony Center in May, including Semyon Bychkov, Emmanuel Krivine, and Esa-Pekka Salonen. Each presents exciting programs that showcase the artistic depth and rich colors of the Orchestra.

We begin with Bychkov, who conducts Tchaikovsky’s *Manfred Symphony* and Bruch’s Concerto for Two Pianos, performed by sisters Katia and Marielle Labèque. Continuing with music from the romantic era, Krivine leads the Orchestra in Brahms’s *Tragic Overture* and Schumann’s Violin Concerto with Isabelle Faust in her CSO debut. The concert concludes with Saint-Saëns’s Symphony no. 3, featuring organist Paul Jacobs. Salonen returns to the CSO for two weeks of subscription concerts, beginning with Mahler’s powerful Symphony no. 9. In his second week, Salonen conducts Brahms’s Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Schoenberg’s pivotal *Transfigured Night*, and Bartók’s Piano Concerto no. 3 performed by Mitsuko Uchida.

Salonen also conducts the final concert of MusicNOW’s twentieth anniversary season. This program, which takes place in Orchestra Hall, includes the world premieres of CSO commissions by Mead Composers-in-Residence Samuel Adams and Elizabeth Ogonek, who have curated the MusicNOW series for the past three seasons.

The Symphony Center Presents Piano series welcomes the return of Evgeny Kissin for a recital including Beethoven’s *Hammerklavier* Sonata and selected preludes by Rachmaninov, and Yefim Bronfman, in humorous by Schumann and Widmann as well as Debussy’s *Suite bergamasque* and Prokofiev’s Sonata no. 7.

The SCP Jazz series welcomes Zakir Hussain and Dave Holland in Crosscurrents, a program that blends Indian jazz, pop, and traditional music with American jazz. Next, drummer Antonio Sánchez and his electro-acoustic band, Migration, perform in a double bill with trumpeter and composer Terence Blanchard and his quintet, The E-Collective. SCP Jazz recently announced its 2018–19 season, with subscriptions now available for sale at cso.org and the Box Office.

In addition to performances at Symphony Center, the Chicago Symphony and Civic orchestras present performances throughout Chicago and beyond. The CSO travels to the University of Iowa’s Hancher Auditorium, and MusicNOW presents a special evening of music at the Art Institute of Chicago. The CSO’s free All-Access Chamber Music series offers concerts in Orchestra Hall and at the South Shore Cultural Center, and the musicians of the Civic Orchestra perform chamber music at the National Museum of Mexican Art and at Indian Boundary Park. On May 3, the CSO’s African American Network presents Marianne Parker in a concert of Haitian piano music at Symphony Center.

We are very proud of the music programming and region-wide presence of the CSO, and thank you for being an important part of making these activities possible.

HELEN ZELL
Chair
Board of Trustees
Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association

JEFF ALEXANDER
President
Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association
WE HAVE A REAL APPRECIATION FOR THINGS THAT ARE WELL ORCHESTRATED.

Northern Trust is proud to support the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. For more than 125 years, we’ve been meeting our clients’ financial needs while nurturing a culture of caring and a commitment to invest in the communities we serve. Our goal is to help you find perfect harmony.

TO LEARN MORE VISIT
northerntrust.com
Capping twenty years of high-energy new music and novel concert scenarios, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra’s vital MusicNOW venture will take over Orchestra Hall’s Armour Stage on May 21 with world premieres by the Orchestra’s Mead Composers-in-Residence Samuel Adams and Elizabeth Ogonek. Both will be graduating out of their three-year residencies at the end of this season and headed for robust careers.

During their time in Chicago, it has been among the responsibilities of Adams, thirty-two, and Ogonek, twenty-eight, to curate MusicNOW events and help the program thrive. MusicNOW concerts typically take place at the Harris Theater for Music and Dance, atop Millennium Park, where postconcert parties of free food and drink cater to a youngish, openly curious crowd with a taste for the latest, from live improvisation to interdisciplinary theatrical creations to electro-acoustical experiments. For some of these MusicNOW aficionados, Orchestra Hall will be yet another new experience.

Adams and Ogonek liked the idea of taking an event back to the CSO’s home base as one way among several to make this twentieth-anniversary MusicNOW season special. Both composers have written works for the full CSO that were premiered by Zell Music Director Riccardo Muti in Chicago and then featured on tour. Both have also written...
small-ensemble works first given at the Harris. This time around, the MusicNOW audience will be invited to experience the CSO’s primary space, as the latest works by Adams and Ogonek are premiered under the leadership of Finnish conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen, a composer himself and a frequent guest with the CSO.

The Mead residency, which allows young composers to work closely with one of the best orchestras in the world, “certainly has made a huge difference in my life,” Ogonek said via telephone from the Oberlin College and Conservatory, where she began teaching about the same time she started with MusicNOW.

It has taught me the value of a real-world point of view, as opposed to existing in a musical vacuum. I now emphasize with students that the end goal is always performance. If that sounds like a ‘duh’ statement, believe it or not it is not common to be able to workshop your pieces with a group, and to have that group perform them, and to make revisions as a result. That practicality is essential to being a composer, and I am fortunate that I had that experience with the CSO.

After rehearsals and in consultation with Muti, Ogonek said she made revisions on the fly as her 2017 work, *All These Lighted Things*, headed toward its Chicago world premiere and the Orchestra’s subsequent West Coast tour. Adams had a similar opportunity to hear his latest orchestral work, *many words of love*, with Muti and the CSO in Chicago and along the East Coast, and subsequently with Miami’s preprofessional New World Symphony.

Ogonek’s and Adams’s final CSO commissions will be featured in the May 21 concert under Salonen at Orchestra Hall. That performance will match their new works with *Ró* (the title means serenity), an eleven-minute composition from 2013 for eight players by prominent Icelandic composer Anna Thorvaldsdóttir. It has already been recorded by Deutsche Grammophon on an all-Thorvaldsdóttir album entitled *Aerial*.

“Elizabeth and I have long desired to do a piece of hers,” Adams said by telephone from his California studio. “Given the nature of her music and where it’s headed and the general excitement, we thought Orchestra Hall was the appropriate space for it.” The concert will feature only one “oldie,” from 1997—*Related Rocks* by Salonen’s Finnish compatriot Magnus Lindberg.

As a strong advocate for new music, Adams has worked with the CSO’s Negaunee Music Institute to nurture the development of a workshop and performance platform for younger composers. “We wanted to concentrate on people in their early to mid twenties,” Adams said. “We started with local-area candidates, and in the second year we expanded our scope to the Midwest; this season we went national with an application pool of almost 200 composers. It has grown exponentially.” Top-flight musicians
from Chicago-based new-music groups such as Eighth Blackbird and ICE have come to help the composers try out their ideas.

The May 21 concert will showcase Adams’s new chamber violin concerto, his second for the instrument. “I know it’s a strange thing to say. I just finished my second violin concerto,” he said with a chuckle. “Composers like to separate their concertos by a healthy ten-year period, but I wrote one in 2012 for Anthony Marwood, and after it was performed, I sent it to some colleagues and friends. It ended up in front of Karen Gomyo (Tokyo-born Canadian violinist), and she fell in love with it. We talked about doing it somewhere, but I knew I was going to write a piece for this concert with Esa-Pekka, and I wanted to make something densely compressed and very different from the slower, more luminous concerto I wrote in the past. This one has a kind of preclassical baroque energy to it, and I think it’s possibly my most extroverted piece of music ever.”

Ogonek’s new work is called *The Water Cantos [notes from quiet places]*. “It’s for a very bizarre ensemble,” she said.

I wrote it for twelve players: a flute doubling on piccolo and alto flute, two clarinets doubling on bass clarinet, three percussionists, a pianist, four cellos, and double bass. It grew out of experiences I had with musicians in the Orchestra that I got to know on tour. So the piece is a series of portraits, in a way.

The whole four-cellos thing came out of hearing them play the beginning of Rossini’s Overture to *William Tell* what seemed like four hundred times (on tour), and the way the cellos played so exquisitely together. I had been planning to write a completely different piece, but I sat there thinking, “I can’t believe I’m loving this so much.”
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On April 28, 1890, President Benjamin Harrison signed an act of Congress awarding Chicago the honor of hosting a world’s fair to celebrate the 400th anniversary of Christopher Columbus’s arrival in the New World. Architect Daniel Burnham was charged with supervision of the design of a classical revival–themed city with grand boulevards and lush gardens complementing 200 new—but intentionally temporary—buildings that were mostly covered in plaster of Paris and painted a chalky white, giving the fairgrounds its nickname, the White City.

The fairgrounds stretched over nearly 700 acres in Jackson Park and officially opened to the public on May 1, 1893; over the next six months, nearly fifty countries would exhibit and close to twenty-eight million people would visit. Juicy Fruit chewing gum, Cream of Wheat, Quaker Oats, Shredded Wheat, Aunt Jemima pancake mix, and the Ferris Wheel were introduced, along with the first U.S. Post Office–issued picture postcards and commemorative stamps and U.S. Mint–issued commemorative quarter and half-dollar coins. Following its blue ribbon–win as “America’s Best” at the exposition, the Pabst Brewing
Company officially changed the name of its signature beer.

One visitor was poet and author Katharine Lee Bates, who would later include “Thine alabaster cities gleam” in her poem America the Beautiful. Herman Webster Mudgett (a.k.a. Dr. Henry Howard Holmes) traveled to the fair with two of his eventual victims (later described by Erik Larson in his book The Devil in the White City). And natives bragging about the fair likely contributed to the popularity of Chicago’s nickname as the “Windy City.”

Soon after Theodore Thomas agreed to lead the new Chicago Orchestra, the exposition’s executive committee also offered him the job of director of music for the fair. Inspired by Burnham’s imagination and drive (not to mention that the committee was prepared to spend nearly one million dollars on music and two performance halls), Thomas accepted shortly after his new orchestra’s inaugural concerts on October 16 and 17, 1891, in the Auditorium Theatre.

Thomas led the Exposition Orchestra (the Chicago Orchestra expanded to 114 players) in the inaugural concert in Music Hall on May 2, 1893, with Ignace Paderewski as soloist in his Piano Concerto in A minor. “Those who sat beneath the potent spell [Paderewski’s] mighty genius weaves could but acknowledge his unrivaled greatness and congratulate the exposition upon having secured him for the assisting artist at the inaugural concert,” reported the Chicago Tribune, praising the “surpassing beauty and matchless artistic greatness” of his performance.

Later that summer, on August 12, 1893, 8,000 people packed into Festival Hall to hear Antonín Dvořák lead the Orchestra in a “Bohemian Day” concert that included his Eighth Symphony. “As Dvořák walked out upon the stage, a storm of applause greeted him,” reported the Tribune. “For nearly two minutes the old composer [age fifty-one!] stood beside the music rack, baton in hand, bowing his acknowledgements.” On the second half of the program, Dvořák conducted selections from his Slavonic Dances and closed the program with his overture My Country.

Frank Villella is the director of the Rosenthal Archives. For more information, please visit csoarchives.wordpress.com.
On Sunday, March 18, the Negaunee Music Institute at the CSO presented a concert of thirteen original songs written by parents participating in the Purpose Over Pain project at St. Sabina Church. The parents, each of whom lives in Chicago and has lost a child to gun violence, collaborated with musicians from the London-based Irene Taylor Trust, composer Josh Fink, musicians of the Civic Orchestra of Chicago, and singers Sarah Ponder and Takesha Meshé Kizart to create songs of love and peace in memory of their children.

This event was part of the recently established Initiative for a More Peaceful Chicago, a project—guided by the visionary leadership of Zell Music Director Riccardo Muti and Judson and Joyce Green Creative Consultant Yo-Yo Ma—that seeks to use the musical resources of the CSO to create peace throughout the city.

The inaugural event for this initiative occurred in June 2017, when the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and St. Sabina Church collaborated on a Concert for Peace which drew a packed house, as well as local and national media coverage. The concert, which raised over eighty thousand dollars for the South Side church’s Strong Futures employment program and brought together audience members from over 150 zip codes, featured Ma alongside musicians from the CSO, Civic Orchestra, Chicago Children’s Choir, and the St. Sabina house band. The concert was hosted by St. Sabina pastor Father Michael Pfleger, a champion for Chicago’s fight against gun violence.

This Initiative for a More Peaceful Chicago is as ambitious in scope as it is necessary in practice. The current season has already included numerous musical projects that have engaged young people incarcerated by the Illinois Department of Juvenile Justice, teen parents as part of the Lullaby Project, and over two dozen parents affiliated with Purpose Over Pain.

A second Concert for Peace will take place at St. Sabina Church on Sunday, June 10, at 4:00 p.m. Tickets are available for purchase on cso.org.
Meet the **MUSICIANS**

**John Hagstrom** Trumpet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>HOMETOWN</strong></th>
<th><strong>YEAR JOINED THE CSO</strong></th>
<th><strong>EDUCATION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elmhurst, Illinois</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Eastman School of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wichita State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What work are you looking forward to performing this season?**

Mahler’s Ninth Symphony—it was his final completed symphony and one of the greatest pieces ever written. Mahler had heart problems and sensed somehow that the end was near. In this symphony, he’s taking a look at the finitude of his life. You hear the compositional voice of a man who is looking at his own mortality, and I feel it’s the most beautiful hour of music you’ll ever hear. He has given us a narrative to look back, to look forward, and to find peace at the end.

**In honor of the recent Music In Our Schools Month, what do you think makes a great teacher?**

The best teachers are those that pass on the skill of being a good student, but it’s a lesson that can only be taught when teachers remain good students themselves. When teachers share genuine excitement about their own learning, it helps students take ownership of their progress, too, and commit to something more. A constant recommitment to expect and find more detail and more excellence is also what great music making is all about—and the spirit of what makes the CSO a great orchestra!

**How would you describe what it’s like to be a CSO member?**

Having a job in the CSO is a great honor, but it’s also a tough job. It’s not like winning an Olympic medal, where once you get it you’re forever seen as a champion. As a CSO musician, you have to keep demonstrating superlative skill every single week. Your commitment to excellence does not end after your audition—it’s a way of life.
Meet the MUSICIANS

Profiles of members of the Chicago Symphony Chorus in honor of its sixtieth anniversary

Suzanne Ma-Ebersole Soprano

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOMETOWN</th>
<th>YEAR JOINED THE CSC</th>
<th>EDUCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seoul, South Korea and Garden Grove, California</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>California State University, Fullerton University of Michigan, Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Offstage, I like to . . .
I am a huge sports fan, and, even though I grew up in Southern California, I have been a Bulls fan most of my life. I also love football and box four to five times a week. I picked up crocheting recently, too. Officially obsessed, it has taken over my life and my second bedroom.

One of my favorite quotes: “Don’t let making a living prevent you from making a life.”
—John Wooden

My favorite non-classical music is . . .
A Tribe Called Quest and old-school hip-hop. My favorite music while cleaning is ABBA.

My favorite composer is . . .
Henri Duparc. His songs are beautiful, intimate, full of drama, and most of them are as demanding as arias. As much as I love to sing them, I personally love listening to them with just piano.

What is the most memorable CSC performance or experience?
Prokofiev’s Ivan the Terrible in 2017. Being on stage with Riccardo Muti, over 230 musicians, soloists, and Gérard Depardieu was surreal.

What advice would you give to someone who would like to learn more about classical music?
I think classical music can be overwhelming and intimidating for many people, especially to those who weren’t exposed to it in childhood; it certainly was for me when I attended my first concert in high school. My advice would be to listen and explore all types of classical music. Classical music is for everyone, no matter where you come from or your background.
All former JGB members are invited to a fiftieth anniversary celebration on Tuesday, June 26, 2018, 5:30 to 8:00 p.m., at Symphony Center.

If you are interested in attending or can help locate former JGB members, contact event organizers Denise Stauder or Alan Cravitz at JGB@cso.org.

In December 1968, a group of young professionals became founding members of the new Junior Governing Board, whose purpose was “to increase the interest and participation of young Chicago-area residents in the activities of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.” The JGB was the forerunner of CSO Associates and the current Overture Council.

JGB volunteers were instrumental in the development and organization of numerous CSO programs and activities, many of which still thrive today: ensemble performances in schools, concerts for high school and university students, and many social events in conjunction with performances in Orchestra Hall and with the Orchestra on tour.

Clockwise from top: JGB members at the forty-fifth anniversary event in May 2013.
PHOTO BY THOMAS H. KIEREN

Associate conductor Henry Mazer speaks with young audience members in the ballroom during a May 1977 JGB-sponsored Music Is the Message concert.
PHOTO BY ROBERT M. LIGHTFOOT III

Founding JGB officers gather for their first meeting in December 1968.
PHOTO BY TERRY’S
What inspires your love of music? How does music fit into and enrich your daily life?
When I was young, I was convinced that I would grow up to be a famous singer, à la Olivia Newton John! Although I was not classically trained, I appreciated the rigorous process of what it takes to be a musician: the memorization, practice, and preparation for performance. As a young adult, I starting attending concerts at the Cleveland Orchestra, and then later, the Kansas City Symphony, and I fell in love with classical music. I really do love music of all genres. I listen to music almost every day, and when I’m at home, I will always choose to listen to music over watching TV.

As a new member of the CSOA Board of Trustees, how has your experience been so far, and what has been your favorite musical experience?
My experience has been terrific. I am most impressed by the level of professionalism demonstrated by my fellow CSOA Trustees; each member conducts themselves with a sense of deep responsibility to an orchestra that is a great cultural treasure. It is clear that the board loves this orchestra and is committed to supporting the CSOA.

Recently, I attended the CSO concert that featured the world premiere of Jennifer Higdon’s Low Brass Concerto. It was amazing! It is a really special thing to have an orchestra performing and presenting innovative contemporary music.

As an executive at Bank of America, and a CSOA trustee, can you speak to the importance of the “Global Sponsorship”?
Bank of America’s partnership with the CSO represents an absolute connection to the community, and our commitment to the arts. The CSOA is a gem—a great cultural asset in the city of Chicago. By making this investment, we demonstrate our commitment to the arts and its ability to connect people across cultures. It’s a huge benefit to the CSOA, and the musicians, but it also helps to enrich the human experience of everyone that is touched by this music—not just in Chicago, but around the country and the world—bringing beauty to millions of people.

Why do you think it is important for the corporate sector to support the arts?
Corporations are made up of diverse people with diverse interests. I think it’s important that a corporation invest in the things that their clients, customers, and employees care about. When a company pays attention and responds by investing thoughtfully in the community, everybody benefits. Individuals can be incredibly philanthropic. Corporations can bring a new level of sustainability in their support of the arts. In doing so, companies use their resources to elevate the arts for the benefit of everyone and send a great message about their commitment to the community.

What are you most looking forward to next season?
I’m excited for the early October program next season with Maestro Muti conducting Beethoven’s Third Piano Concerto and Brahms’s Hungarian Dances. Outside of the classical repertoire, there’s lots to choose from, such as the CSO at the Movies Star Wars: A New Hope in Concert. There’s truly something for everyone. The CSOA does an amazing job of offering a broad range of programs that appeal to a wide audience, reaching across communities and sharing the joy of music.

For further information about joining the CSOA Board of Trustees, contact David Chambers, Vice President for Development at chambersd@cso.org or 312-294-3151.
The important partnership between Bank of America and the CSOA is rooted in the longstanding service of Merrill Lynch executives on the Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association’s Board of Trustees. Bank of America has been a corporate partner of the CSOA since 1988. Today, the CSOA benefits from the volunteer leadership of Trustee Renée Metcalf and Life Trustees John Pratt and Charles Ashby (Chuck) Lewis. The partnership between the CSOA and Bank of America evolved significantly in 2007–08, when Bank of America made key acquisitions and the CSOA made key artistic advancements: Bank of America acquired Chicago’s LaSalle Bank in 2007 and Merrill Lynch in 2008. All three had been corporate partners of the CSOA. The CSOA announced in 2009 that Riccardo Muti would become the CSO’s next music director. Bank of America first became the Global Sponsor of the CSO in Maestro Muti’s inaugural 2010–11 season.

Bank of America’s support has been instrumental in helping the CSOA share its music and mission with the people of Chicago and the world. As the Global Sponsor of the CSO, Bank of America’s contribution provides broad-based support for the concerts and programs of the CSO in Chicago and around the globe. This includes concerts in Chicago, national and international tours, as well as CSO Resound recordings and CSO radio broadcasts (estimated 13 million listeners annually). The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association is proud to continue this historic partnership and is grateful for Bank of America’s generous support.

Currently in its eighth year, the Bank of America Global Sponsorship of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra represents the largest annual corporate contribution to the CSOA, and one of the most prominent sponsorships in the world of arts and culture.

Global Sponsor of the CSO

Bank of America

To learn more about joining the CSOA as a corporate partner, please contact Katie Tuttle, Director of Corporate Development at tuttlek@cso.org or 312-294-3153.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association is grateful for the generous support of this season’s major corporate sponsors.
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Bank of America is proud to continue its long-standing support of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Our partnership not only delivers artistic quality but also helps to create meaningful connections with a diverse audience base in Chicago and around the world.

At Exelon, we believe that creativity inspires us all. We are proud to serve as sponsor of the SCP Jazz series. Exelon has a strong tradition of committing our energy and resources to the communities we serve. Through our corporate citizenship program, Exelon creates collaborations with community-based nonprofits to deliver cutting-edge ideas that achieve meaningful and measurable change for the better.

Schiff Hardin proudly supports the Chicago Symphony Orchestra for delivering musical excellence to Chicago and the Midwest. As partners, we are committed to bringing communities together to celebrate and serve.

PwC is proud to support the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, a vital and world-class artistic institution that has enhanced Chicago’s cultural community since 1891. The CSO’s long-standing tradition of excellence is legendary, and we applaud its efforts during another exciting season.

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra commands the admiration of music lovers worldwide. Its reputation across the world brings acclaim to our great city, and its programming and outreach connect audiences through the bond of music. As a proud admirer and supporter, BMO Harris Bank is pleased to help play a role in strengthening the CSO. During a year in which BMO is celebrating its bicentennial, we are honored to continue our sponsorship of one of our city’s greatest cultural legacies.

Allstate applauds the CSO for its commitment to community and educational programs that enrich our hometown of Chicago. We are a proud supporter of the Negaunee Music Institute at the CSO, as we believe that good starts young.
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association is deeply grateful to the Paul M. Angell Family Foundation for seven years of generous support of Chicago Symphony Orchestra and Negaunee Music Institute programs. Grants from the Angell Foundation have underwritten scholarships for Civic Orchestra of Chicago pre-professional musicians, supported the Institute’s partnerships with Chicago Public Schools engaging both teachers and students, and supported the programs and performances of the Orchestra. During the 2015–16 season, the Angell Foundation generously granted the CSO a multi-year gift supporting general operations, celebrating the CSO’s 125th anniversary season.

The Paul M. Angell Family Foundation is a philanthropic leader supporting conservation, performing arts, and social causes through grants to organizations across the Greater Chicagoland area, nationally, and internationally. Honoring Paul M. Angell, the Foundation supports organizations and activities that are emblematic of Mr. Angell’s character and sensitive to his concerns in the certain knowledge that change for the better in society is best gained through the constructive involvement of its individual citizens.

The support of the Paul M. Angell Family Foundation reinforces the CSO’s cultural leadership in our city and our nation and its service as our greatest musical ambassador to the world. Through generous gifts such as these, the Orchestra continues to present the most outstanding concerts, meaningful education activities, and resonant community engagement programs to audiences at Symphony Center, across Chicago, and around the world. The CSOA remains deeply appreciative to the Paul M. Angell Foundation for their many years of support and generosity.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association is profoundly grateful to the leaders and volunteers listed here and invites you to consider these volunteer opportunities.

**Governing Members** are leading individuals of the CSOA family and serve as its first established volunteer group, celebrating their 123rd year in the 2017–18 season. GMs provide elevated enthusiasm and support for the CSOA’s artistic excellence and educational innovation. Members receive opportunities to gain a deeper connection with CSO’s musicians and organization, as well as with fellow members through special access, ticketing services, events, and meetings. To learn more, call 312-294-3337.

**Executive Committee**—Chairman: Jared Kaplan, Immediate Past Chair: Timothy A. Duffy, Vice Chair of the Annual Fund: Charles Emmons Jr., Vice Chair of Member Engagement: Eric Kalnins, Vice Chair of Nominations and Membership: Michael A. Perlstein

**The Women’s Board** promotes the artistic excellence and exemplary education programs of the Orchestra by engaging women leaders in advocacy and fundraising efforts. The board supports annual fundraising events to benefit the Orchestra, including its signature event, Symphony Ball. To learn more, please call 312-294-3160.

**Leadership**—President: Elizabeth A. Parker, Immediate Past President: Elisabeth Adams, Communications/Governance Chair: Hyla Kallen, Community Engagement Chair: Judith E. Feldman, Membership Chair: Katie Barber

**The League** is a creative, vibrant, and dedicated group of over 250 members with over an eighty-year history of supporting the CSO. Members plan and produce fundraising and social events; implement outreach opportunities for adults and children, such as the Young Artists Competition and the Docent Program; and support audience development. To learn more, please call 312-294-3170 or email dwyerb2@cso.org.

**Leadership and Executive Committee**—President: Mimi Duginger, Vice President of Administration: Barbara Dwyer, Vice President of Areas: Mary Torres, Vice President of Education: Jennifer Bumbu, Vice President of Events: Marcia Lewis, Vice President of Finance: Claretta Meier, Vice President of Fund-raising: Barbara Zutovsky, Vice President of Membership: Mary Goodkind, Secretary: Christine Uhlig, Strategic Planning Chair: Cheryl Istvan, Members-at-Large: Eileen Conaghan, Jeffrey Ring

**The Overture Council** is a dynamic group of young professionals ages 21 to 45 who have a love of music and a desire to learn more about how to support the CSO. Members have many opportunities to attend social activities and concert evenings together. Connect with new friends who share the same interests! Check out the Overture Council’s innovative event Soundpost—open to all! Learn more at cso.org/overturecouncil and cso.org/soundpost.

**Executive Committee**—President: Erika Knierim, Immediate Past President: BeLinda Mathie, Soundpost Co-Chairs: Elliot Callighan and Kristin Jaburek, Activities Chair: Haley Titus, Audience Development Chair: April Christensen, Communications Chair: Eric Rubio, Membership Chair: John Dunson, Social Media Chair: Jonathon Leik, Secretary: Danielle Flagg

**The CSO Latino Alliance** is a liaison and partner that connects the CSO with Chicago’s diverse community by creating awareness, sharing insights, and building relationships for generations to come. The group encourages individuals and their families to discover and experience timeless music with other enthusiasts in concerts, receptions, and educational events. To learn more, email csolatinoalliance@cso.org, visit cso.org/latinoalliance, or join the CSO Latino Alliance Facebook group.

**Leadership—Co-chairs**: Ramiro J. Atristain-Carrión and Loida Rosario

**Auxiliary Volunteers** provide invaluable administrative support in a variety of ways by working in the office during regular business hours. Occasional evening and weekend opportunities also are available. Please call 312-294-3160 to learn more.

**The mission of the CSOA’s African American Network** is to engage Chicago’s culturally rich African American community through the sharing and exchanging of unforgettable musical experiences. The AAN seeks to serve and encourage individuals and families, educators and students, musicians and composers, and churches and businesses to experience the timeless beauty of music. To learn more how you can be involved, contact Sheila Jones, coordinator, at africanamericannetwork@cso.org or call 312-294-3045.

The Volunteer Programs office is located at 67 East Adams, 6th Floor
Phone 312-294-3160
Jazz:
May 18
Terence Blanchard
featuring
The E-Collective
- Antonio Sánchez & Migration

Chamber Music:
May 20
south shore cultural center
Meridian String Quartet
Cornelius Chiu violin
Kozue Funakoshi violin
danny Lai viola
Daniel Katz cello
Works by Bartók & Brahms

Piano:
May 20
Yefim Bronfman
Works by Schumann, Widmann, Debussy & Prokofiev

MusicNOW:
May 21
Esa-Pekka Salonen
Conducts
Musicians from the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Esa-Pekka Salonen conductor
Karen Gomyo violin
Samuel Adams & Elizabeth Ogonek Mead Composers-in-Residence

CSO:
May 24–26
Salonen & Uchida Plays Bartók Piano Concerto No. 3
Esa-Pekka Salonen conductor
Mitsuko Uchida piano

CSO:
May 31–June 3
Beethoven 4 & Music from Wagner's Tannhäuser & Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg
Marek Janowski conductor

Jazz:
June 1
Dee Dee Bridgewater's Memphis - The Legendary Count Basie Orchestra directed by Scotty Barnhart

Civic Orchestra:
June 4
Bernstein Symphony No. 1 & Holst The Planets
Francesco Lecce-Chong conductor
Maya Lahyani mezzo-soprano
Women of Bella Voce chorus
Andrew Lewis artistic director

CSO:
June 7–9
Mandolin Masterpieces with Avi Avital
Giovanni Antonini conductor and flautino
Avi Avital mandolin

Chamber Music:
June 10
fullerton hall, art institute of chicago
Trailblazing American Artists
Lincoln Quartet
Lei Hou violin
Qing Hou violin
Lawrence Neuman viola
Kenneth Olsen cello
Works by Haydn, Walker, Chihara & Schubert

Piano:
June 10
Martin Helmchen
Works by Schumann & Beethoven

CSO:
June 11
Gregory Porter sings Nat King Cole and Me
with the CSO and Special Guest Marc-André Hamelin Performs Rhapsody in Blue
Edwin Outwater conductor

CSO:
June 14–16
Shostakovich Cello Concerto No. 2 & Prokofiev Symphony No. 3
Riccardo Muti conductor
Yo-Yo Ma cello

CSO:
June 21–24
Muti Conducts Rossini Stabat mater
Riccardo Muti conductor
Krassimira Stoyanova soprano
Ekaterina Gubanova mezzo-soprano
Dmitry Korchak tenor
Enea Scala tenor
Eric Owens bass-baritone
Chicago Symphony Chorus
Duain Wolfe chorus director

Film:
June 27–30
Star Wars: A New Hope In Concert
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Richard Kaufman conductor

For complete programming, visit cso.org.
Emmanuel Krivine Conductor
Isabelle Faust Violin
Paul Jacobs Organ

Brahms
Tragic Overture, Op. 81

Schumann
Violin Concerto in D Minor
In powerful motion, but not too fast
Slow—
Lively, but not fast
ISABELLE FAUST

First Chicago Symphony Orchestra subscription concert performances

INTERMISSION

Saint-Saëns
Symphony No. 3 in C Minor, Op. 78 (Organ)
Adagio—Allegro moderato—Poco adagio
Allegro moderato—Presto—Maestoso—Allegro
PAUL JACOBS

These violin concerto performances have been enabled by the Paul Ricker Judy Fund.
United Airlines is the Official Airline of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra is grateful to WBBM Newsradio 780 and 105.9 FM for their generous support as media sponsor of the Tuesday series.
This program is partially supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council Agency.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra is grateful to

UNITED AIRLINES

for its generous support as the
Official Airline of the CSO.
Johannes Brahms
Born May 7, 1833; Hamburg, Germany
Died April 3, 1897; Vienna, Austria

**Tragic Overture, Op. 81**

Many composers, unable to clear the sounds of music from their heads, have done their best work on summer holiday. The bulk of Mahler’s output was composed in various summer houses. Brahms also found life during the regular season too busy to allow substantial composition; vacation brought the work he loved best. In the summer of 1880, he went to Bad Ischl, one of his favorite resorts. (A few summers later, Mahler would bicycle there from his retreat on the Steinberger See to meet Brahms for a cup of coffee and to compare notes and share comments—as well as a certain bewilderment—about each other’s music.) The weather at Bad Ischl was remarkably bad the summer of 1880, and even though Brahms missed the clear skies and the chance to take long daily walks, he found the inspiration to write two concert overtures—the only two of his career—that are known as *Academic Festival* and *Tragic*. At summer’s end, Brahms and Clara Schumann played through the two overtures as piano duets; Clara found them both magnificent.

We know that Brahms wrote the cheerful *Academic Festival* Overture in gratitude for the honorary doctorate given him by the University of Breslau the previous year—his first word of thanks had been a perfunctory postcard; but he was vague about the origins of the *Tragic* Overture, telling his friend Fritz Simrock that he composed it simply to satisfy the melancholy side of his nature. Brahms never confirmed the popular story that the overture had been written years before, on a commission from Vienna’s Burgtheater for incidental music to Goethe’s *Faust*, though sketches later surfaced showing a substantial portion of the *Tragic* Overture (in a different key) mixed with drafts for the *Liebeslieder* Waltzes, op. 52, and the Alto Rhapsody—placing it more than a decade earlier.

On several occasions, Brahms claimed he had no particular tragedy in mind; he was even indifferent to the title, telling the conductor Bernhard Scholz that either *tragic* or *dramatic* would do. There is nothing half-hearted in the music, however—certainly not in the powerful opening, with its drama of major versus minor, nor in the glorious second theme, one of Brahms’s loveliest melodies. The orchestration is imaginative and deft (though not so

---

**COMPOSED**
1880

**FIRST PERFORMANCE**
December 26, 1880; Vienna, Austria

**INSTRUMENTATION**
two flutes and piccolo, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani, strings

**APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE TIME**
13 minutes

**FIRST CSO PERFORMANCES**
March 2 and 3, 1894, Auditorium Theatre. Theodore Thomas conducting
July 2, 1944, Ravinia Festival. Pierre Monteux conducting

**MOST RECENT CSO PERFORMANCES**
September 17, 18, 19, and 22, 1992, Orchestra Hall. Daniel Barenboim conducting
June 27, 1995, Ravinia Festival. Zubin Mehta conducting

**CSO RECORDINGS**
1941. Frederick Stock conducting. Columbia
1957. Fritz Reiner conducting. RCA
grand as in the *Academic Festival*, the most richly scored work of Brahms’s career; the horns play important roles throughout; and even the piccolo is indispensable to Brahms’s ear for orchestral color, though it plays for just fifteen of the overture’s 429 measures. There is a remarkable and beautiful moment when the music slows to half-time, and the first theme emerges, transformed, in the solo horn and trombone.

---

**Robert Schumann**  
*Violin Concerto in D Minor*

On September 30, 1853, an unknown, twenty-year-old composer named Johannes Brahms showed up unannounced at the home of Robert and Clara Schumann. He came with an introduction from the great violinist Joseph Joachim, for whom Robert was then writing a concerto. The following day, Schumann noted in his journal, “The Violin Concerto is finished. A visit from Brahms (a genius).” Brahms’s visit, and Schumann’s immediate publicizing of his extraordinary talent, is one of the most celebrated stories in music. But the Violin Concerto remained unknown for more than eighty years.

There are few mysteries in music as odd as the neglect and eventual rediscovery of this violin concerto. To understand how a major work by an established composer came to be completely forgotten, we must turn to the circumstances of its composition in 1853, a time that brings together all the players who had a role in determining its fate. (Schumann himself probably guessed that his score would eventually surface someday, for he was, after all, the one responsible for unearthing Schubert’s *Great C major symphony* in 1839 and overseeing its posthumous premiere.)

It was Joachim, the young superstar, who asked Schumann to write him a concerto.

**COMPOSED**  
September–October 1853

**FIRST PERFORMANCE**  
November 26, 1937; Berlin, Germany

**INSTRUMENTATION**  
solo violin, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, timpani, strings

**APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE TIME**  
30 minutes

**FIRST CSO PERFORMANCES**  
July 19, 1996, Ravinia Festival.  
Christian Tetzlaff as soloist,  
Christoph Eschenbach conducting  

These are the first Chicago Symphony Orchestra subscription concert performances.
Schumann apparently agreed at once. He had been highly impressed with Joachim’s performance of Beethoven’s Violin Concerto in 1851, and he was even more enthusiastic after Joachim visited him in Düsseldorf in August 1853 and they spent two days together playing chamber music. Schumann began composing the new concerto on September 21 and completed it in just thirteen days, interrupted in the final stretch by Brahms’s visit. (Schumann’s journal indicates that the piece was finished on October 1, but it apparently took him two more days to complete the orchestration.) In January, when Robert and Clara went to Hanover, where Joachim had put together a weeklong Schumann festival, the violinist read through the new concerto at a rehearsal with orchestra. But he was ill-prepared and tired from his demanding concert schedule, and neither he nor the Schumanns were happy with the concerto’s dry run.

Over the next months, Robert’s mental state deteriorated rapidly, and on March 4, only days after he attempted suicide, he was institutionalized at Endenich—an eight-hour carriage ride from Düsseldorf, where the Schumanns made their home. Joachim wrote to Schumann, saying that he now knew the concerto better—“I did it such injustice,” he said of the Hanover reading—and offered to come to Endenich and play it for him again. Joachim did visit Schumann in the asylum twice, but apparently the concerto was never mentioned. In September 1855, Joachim played the concerto again, this time privately with Clara at the piano (the occasion, sadly, was her fifteenth wedding anniversary), but he never performed it in public. After Robert died in July 1856—Clara and Brahms were at his bedside—the Violin Concerto was all but forgotten.

Some two decades later, when Clara undertook the publication of a complete edition of Schumann’s music, she, along with Joachim and Brahms (they all had remained close friends), seriously considered including the Violin Concerto. But ultimately they agreed that it shouldn’t be published—that it was a painful reminder of the composer’s tragic decline and evidence of his failing creativity. Joachim kept the manuscript of the concerto until his death. When Andreas Moser, who was writing a biography of Schumann, contacted Joachim for information on the unperformed score, Joachim replied that while “certain pages (how could it be otherwise?) testify to the deep sensibility of the composer, this by contrast unhappily makes the weaker parts more evident.” (Moser reprinted Joachim’s letter in his book, only increasing speculation about the validity of the violinist’s judgment.) After Joachim’s death in 1907, his son sold the manuscript to the Prussian State Library in Berlin on the condition that it not be published until 1956, a century after Schumann’s death.

In 1933, in a final twist of fate that today would merit front-page coverage in the National Enquirer, one of Joachim’s great-nieces, Jelly d’Arányi, herself a fine violinist, claimed she had been in touch with the spirit of Joachim, who told her about an unknown violin concerto that Schumann had composed eighty years earlier and asked her to track it down. In subsequent communications with Jelly, Joachim confessed that he had been “far too intolerant,” and gave his blessing to have the work performed. (He never explained why he hadn’t mentioned the concerto to her while he was still alive.) Willy Strecker, of the B. Schott Söhne publishing house, soon joined forces with d’Arányi and together they convinced Joachim’s son to release the concerto.

A copy of the manuscript was sent to Yehudi Menuhin, who immediately recognized the worth of the “discovery,” and agreed to give the premiere in San Francisco. But Germany’s highest musical official refused to relinquish the honor of an important Schumann premiere to a Jewish violinist in America, and so the first
performance took place in Berlin, played by Georg Kulenkampff (Germany’s leading violinist at the time) in November 1937. A month later, Menuhin gave the American premiere, and d’Arányi herself gave the first performance in England in February 1938. Although the Schumanns’ youngest daughter, Eugenie, then in her late eighties, protested the performance and publication of the score, she could do nothing at this point to keep her father’s sole violin concerto from the public.

The Violin Concerto is Schumann’s last major completed piece. As a result, the work is still sometimes thoughtlessly dismissed as an example of Schumann’s diminished creativity at the end of his life, despite the evidence of the music itself. It also has taken time for musicians to overturn the professional judgment of Joachim, Brahms, and Clara Schumann—the three musicians who knew Robert Schumann best.

Of Schumann’s three concertos, the D minor violin concerto is the most classical in form. The opening movement is a large, magnificent piece, launched by one of Schumann’s most expansive and energetic themes. Even Joachim admitted the beauty of the lovely, lyrical second theme in the relative major. The solo violin writing is imaginative and deeply expressive, but it’s far from idiomatic, which apparently troubled even as fine a violinist as Joachim. For the premiere, Kulenkampff hired Paul Hindemith to rewrite the solo part to make it more conventional (and easier to play). Hindemith, already a champion of Schumann’s late works, probably agreed because he wanted to help promote the concerto as an important and brilliant score. (Subsequent performances, including Menuhin’s and d’Arányi’s, restored Schumann’s original solo part.)

The brief slow movement is one of Schumann’s most intimate creations—a subdued dialogue between the soloist and gently syncopated orchestral music. It moves directly into the finale, a stately polonaise that carries Schumann’s careful warning, “Lively, but not fast,” accompanied by a slow metronome marking. This is a joyous and festive movement, but Schumann wanted to make certain that it would lose none of its power and majesty.

Camille Saint-Saëns
Born October 9, 1835; Paris, France
Died December 16, 1921; Algiers, Algeria

Symphony No. 3 in C Minor, Op. 78 (Organ)

Although Franz Liszt never heard this piece—it was premiered in London two months before his death—he had admired the score during his last visit to Paris, while Saint-Saëns was still working on it. In July 1886, when Saint-Saëns learned that Liszt had died (in Bayreuth, where he had gone to visit his daughter Cosima Wagner and to attend Tristan and Isolde and Parsifal), he decided to publish this new symphony with a dedication to the older composer’s memory.

Liszt’s music served as a model to Saint-Saëns throughout his career. The unconventional form of this C minor symphony, with two movements folded into each of its two main sections, and its use of a signature theme that is transformed as the work proceeds, are clearly indebted to the innovations of Liszt’s own scores. Saint-Saëns may even have taken the idea of including the organ in a piece of symphonic music from one of Liszt’s tone poems, The Battle of the Huns.

(Saint-Saëns never misunderstood Liszt’s true importance to the history of music: “The world
persisted to the end,” he wrote, “in calling him the greatest pianist in order to avoid the trouble of considering his claims as one of the most remarkable of composers.”)

Saint-Saëns’s own musical life had a Mozartean beginning. At the age of two, as he later recalled, he observed “the symphony of the kettle,” with “its slow crescendo so full of surprises, and the appearance of a microscopic oboe whose sound rose little by little until the water had reached a boiling point.” At four, he performed part of one of Beethoven’s violin sonatas in a Paris salon, and he began to compose at six. He made his public debut in the Salle Pleyel in Paris at ten, playing a piano concerto by Mozart and a movement from Beethoven’s C minor piano concerto, and offering, as an encore, to perform from memory any one of Beethoven’s thirty-two sonatas the audience requested. “This young man knows everything, but he lacks inexperience,” Berlioz wrote.

Saint-Saëns quickly grew into an artist of maturity and taste, both as a performer and as a composer. Berlioz called him “an absolutely shattering master pianist,” and Proust wrote that his playing was free of the “writhings, shakings of the head, and tossing of hair that adulterate the purity of music with the sensuality of dance.” (Saint-Saëns played his Second Piano Concerto with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in November 1906.)

Saint-Saëns lived a full half century longer than Mozart, however, and he kept composing and performing to the very end. (He played in public for the last time just four months before his death.) His career is one of music’s longest and most productive. During his lifetime, composers as diverse as Mahler, Tchaikovsky, and Debussy were born and died. When Saint-Saëns himself died, at eighty-six, he had made his mark as a writer of operas, symphonies, concertos, and a treasure trove of smaller miscellaneous pieces. Today the public knows but a mere sliver of this vast output—particularly the Carnival of the Animals he never took seriously and refused to publish; two or three of his concertos; Samson and Delilah (alone of his dozen operas); and this, the so-called Organ Symphony.

This symphony was popular from the start. After Saint-Saëns conducted the Paris premiere, Charles Gounod remarked “There goes the French Beethoven!”—an indication more of Saint-Saëns’s status at the time rather than a true barometer of his musical vision or depth. Saint-Saëns himself recognized that his considerable gifts—including a genuine flair for sumptuous orchestral color, suave and unforgettable melody, and brilliant craftsmanship—while untouched by most of his contemporaries, were not those of a pioneer. “First among composers of the second rank,” was, reportedly, his own

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPOSED</th>
<th>1886</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRST PERFORMANCE</td>
<td>May 19, 1886. The composer conducting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRUMENTATION</td>
<td>three flutes and piccolo, two oboes and English horn, two clarinets and bass clarinet, two bassoons and contrabassoon, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones and tuba, timpani, triangle, cymbals, bass drum, solo organ, piano, strings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROXIMATE PERFORMANCE TIME</td>
<td>34 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST CSO PERFORMANCES</td>
<td>October 30 and 31, 1891, Auditorium Theatre. Clarence Eddy as soloist, Theodore Thomas conducting August 8, 1937, Ravinia Festival. Frederick Stock conducting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOST RECENT CSO PERFORMANCES</td>
<td>July 21, 2007, Ravinia Festival. Stephen Alltop as soloist, Andrew Litton conducting March 6, 7, and 8, 2014, Orchestra Hall. Paul Jacobs as soloist, Charles Dutoit conducting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO RECORDINGS</td>
<td>1975. Gaston Litaize as soloist, Daniel Barenboim conducting. Deutsche Grammophon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
surprisingly honest and self-effacing, if off-hand evaluation.

Neither a conventional symphony nor a true tone poem, the Organ Symphony borrows elements from both traditions. The form itself is unusual. “This symphony is divided into two parts,” Saint-Saëns wrote at the time of the premiere. “Nevertheless, it embraces in principle the four traditional movements, but the first is altered in its development to serve as the introduction to the Poco adagio, and the scherzo is connected by the same process to the finale.”

In other words, more experimentation with the standard chapters of symphony and sonata—with the fusing of movements and the blurring of dividing lines—of the sort begun earlier in the nineteenth century and vigorously pursued by Liszt in particular.

The score opens with a brief, slow introduction—just long enough to announce a rising four-note motif that is Saint-Saëns’s main musical material. This theme is already changed, in character if not in content, by the first agitated measures of the main Allegro section that follows. A second, more lyrical melody eventually is combined with the main motif before the music loses momentum as it prepares the way for the Poco adagio, reached without pause. Here, an “extremely peaceful, contemplative theme,” as the composer described it, is presented low in the strings over soft organ chords. The calm and beauty are eventually disturbed, though not shattered, by the turbulence of the Allegro. The two dissimilar musical worlds coexist happily by the end of the movement, when nervous pizzicato triplets from the Allegro accompany the Poco adagio’s serene and untroubled melody.

The second movement begins with a scherzo-like tempestuous transformation of the symphony’s main material, dispelled briefly by “arpeggios and scales, swift as lightning,” on the piano. (Saint-Saëns himself was a highly accomplished performer on the piano and organ, and this symphony includes substantial and prominent roles for both instruments, although it is the organ, so unexpected in a symphony, that has given the work its popular subtitle.) This peculiar combination of fury and “tricky gaiety” is later undercut by a powerful, “grave, austere” theme in the trombones, tuba, and basses.

“There is a struggle for mastery,” Saint-Saëns writes, “which ends in the defeat of the restless, diabolical element.”

This solemn theme rises “and rests there as in the blue of a clear sky,” signaling a significant change in the symphony’s direction. A mighty chord from the full organ “announces the approaching triumph of calm and lofty thought.” The initial theme, now entirely transformed by the strings and shimmering piano chords, leads into a development of majesty, energy, and lyricism. There are several detours—including an unexpected pastoral episode for oboe, flute, english horn, and clarinet—and further transformations, but Saint-Saëns’s triumphant, heaven-storming destination is now in sight.

Phillip Huscher has been the program annotator for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra since 1987.
Emmanuel Krivine is respected as one of the world’s most distinguished conductors, whose elegant and colorful interpretations have made him a favorite with leading orchestras and soloists around the world.

Regarded as one of the foremost French musicians today, Krivine has held a number of important positions in France; in September 2017 he took up the post of music director of the Orchestre National de France, its first French music director in over forty years. He is a passionate educator who regularly conducts orchestras of young musicians, and in 2004 he created a period-instrument ensemble, La Chambre Philharmonique, now one of the most important groups of its kind.

Born in Grenoble, France, of Russian and Polish descent, Emmanuel Krivine began his career as a violinist. He was awarded first prize of the Paris Conservatory at the age of sixteen and became a scholar at the Queen Elisabeth Music Chapel in Belgium, studying with Henryk Szeryng and Yehudi Menuhin, and winning many prestigious awards. After a decisive meeting with Karl Böhm in 1965, he increasingly devoted himself to conducting. He was principal guest conductor of the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France from 1976 until 1983, and music director of the Orchestre National de Lyon from 1987 until 2000. He also served as music director of the Orchestre Français des Jeunes for eleven years between 1984 and 2004 and as music director of the Orchestre Philharmonique du Luxembourg from 2006 to 2014.

Emmanuel Krivine has conducted the world’s finest orchestras, including the Berlin Philharmonic, the Royal Concertgebouw–Amsterdam, the London Symphony and London Philharmonic orchestras, and the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra and Tonhalle-Orchester Zürich. In North America, he has led the Cleveland and Philadelphia orchestras; the Boston and National symphony orchestras; the Los Angeles Philharmonic; and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, where he made his debut in 2016–17. He also has worked with the Sydney, Melbourne, and NHK–Tokyo symphony orchestras. A passion for working with chamber orchestras has led to tours with the Chamber Orchestra of Europe and the Mahler Chamber Orchestra; he became principal guest conductor of the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in 2015.

During the 2017–18 season, Krivine and the Orchestre National de France mark the 100th anniversary of the death of Claude Debussy in 2018 and perform in concerts around France and Switzerland, including the Aix-en-Provence Easter Festival, the Settimane Musicali of Ascona, and Les Grands Interprètes Toulouse; and work with top soloists including Martha Argerich, Jean-Yves Thibaudet, Renaud Capuçon, Francesco Piemontesi, and Maxim Vengerov. La Chambre Philharmonique has gained recognition with its award-winning recordings on Naïve, including most recently Beethoven’s complete symphonies, awarded Editor’s Choice by Gramophone magazine. His discography also includes recordings with the Orchestre Philharmonique du Luxembourg, Chamber Orchestra of Europe with Maria João Pires, London Symphony with Vadim Repin, and the Orchestre National de Lyon released on labels including Deutsche Grammophon, Erato, and Naïve.

FIRST CSO PERFORMANCES
November 17 18, 19, and 22, 2016, Orchestra Hall. Liszt’s Les préludes, Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto no. 2 with Denis Kozhukhin, and Dvořák’s Symphony no. 8

MOST RECENT CSO PERFORMANCES
March 8, 9, 10, and 11, 2018, Orchestra Hall. Rimsky-Korsakov’s orchestration of Mussorgsky’s Prelude to Khovanshchina, Shostakovich’s Violin Concerto no. 1 with Leonidas Kavakos, Berlioz’s Royal Hunt and Storm from Les Troyens, and Debussy’s La mer
Isabelle Faust captivates listeners with her outstanding interpretations based on the historical context of each work and faithful renditions based on current scholarship. Her repertoire encompasses music by composers from Biber to Lachenmann.

After winning the Leopold Mozart and Paganini competitions at a very early age, Faust soon made regular guest appearances with the world’s major orchestras, including the Berlin Philharmonic, Boston Symphony Orchestra, NHK Symphony Orchestra–Tokyo, Chamber Orchestra of Europe, and Freiburg Baroque Orchestra. In addition, she has enjoyed collaborations with such conductors as Claudio Abbado, Giovanni Antonini, Frans Brüggen, Sir John Eliot Gardiner, Bernard Haitink, Daniel Harding, Philippe Herreweghe, Andris Nelsons, and Robin Ticciati.

Isabelle Faust’s artistic curiosity includes music from all eras. In addition to her concerto repertoire, she also plays such chamber works as Schubert’s Octet on period instruments and Kurtág’s Kafka Fragments with Anna Prohaska or Stravinsky’s The Soldier’s Tale with Dominique Horwitz. Premieres of works by Péter Eötvös, Ondřej Adámek, Marco Stroppa, and Beat Furrer are in preparation for upcoming seasons.

Faust’s numerous recordings, unanimously praised by critics, have received the Diapason d’Or, ECHO Klassik Award, Gramophone Award, the Choc de l’Année, and other prizes. Her most recent include Mozart’s violin concertos with the ensemble Il Giardino Armonico under the direction of Giovanni Antonini and the Freiburg Baroque Orchestra under Pablo Heras-Casado. Other recordings include Bach’s sonatas for unaccompanied violin as well as violin concertos by Beethoven and Berg under Abbado and Beethoven’s complete sonatas for violin and piano, among other pieces. She works closely with pianist Alexander Melnikov as a partner in chamber music.

This season, Isabelle Faust is artist-in-residence at the Wigmore Hall in London.

These concerts mark Isabelle Faust’s debut with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
The only organist to win a Grammy Award (for Messiaen’s *Livre du Saint Sacrement*), and an important influence in the revival of symphonic works featuring the organ, Paul Jacobs delights audiences, colleagues, and critics alike with imaginative interpretations and charismatic stage presence. He is a true innovator in the advocacy of organ repertoire, performing and encouraging the composition of new works.

Prior to this week with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Paul Jacobs was the featured soloist at the final concert of the Cleveland Orchestra’s weeklong festival exploring ecstasy in music, playing Liszt’s Fantasy and Fugue on the chorale *Ad nos, ad salutarem undam*, having performed Stephen Paulus’s Grand Concerto for Organ and Orchestra with the Cleveland Orchestra earlier in the season. In the coming weeks, he joins the Philadelphia Orchestra and Yannick Nézet-Séguin on tour to Luxembourg and Brussels in addition to Hamburg’s recently opened Elbphilharmonie.

Paul Jacobs began the 2017–18 season with a performance of Lou Harrison’s Concerto for Organ and Percussion with Third Coast Percussion in a centennial celebration of the composer at the Toledo Museum of Art followed by a week in Shanghai, where he was president of the jury for the first Shanghai International Organ Competition and presented a recital at the Shanghai Oriental Art Center. Other highlights of the season include recording Saint-Saëns’s *Organ* Symphony with the Utah Symphony; a solo recital presented by the San Francisco Symphony in Davies Symphony Hall; Sir James MacMillan’s *Scotch Bestiary* with the Philadelphia Orchestra; and a concert of three organ concertos at the historic Trinity Wall Street St. Paul Chapel in New York’s Lower Manhattan, celebrating the 250th year of the chapel and the installation of a new organ.

Last season, Jacobs premiered a new organ concerto by Christopher Rouse, which was dedicated to him and co-commissioned by the Philadelphia Orchestra conducted by Yannick Nézet-Séguin, the National Symphony Orchestra led by Gustavo Gimeno, and the Los Angeles Philharmonic under David Robertson.

**FIRST CSO PERFORMANCES**
November 4, 5, and 6, 2010, Orchestra Hall. Copland’s Symphony for Organ and Orchestra, Michael Tilson Thomas conducting

**MOST RECENT CSO PERFORMANCES**
March 5, 6, 7, and 8, 2014, Orchestra Hall. Saint-Saëns’s Symphony no. 3, Charles Dutoit conducting
Now celebrating its 127th season, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra is consistently hailed as one of the world’s leading orchestras. In September 2010, renowned Italian conductor Riccardo Muti became its tenth music director. His vision for the Orchestra—to deepen its engagement with the Chicago community, to nurture its legacy while supporting a new generation of musicians, and to collaborate with visionary artists—signals a new era for the institution.

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra’s distinguished history began in 1889, when Theodore Thomas, then the leading conductor in America and a recognized music pioneer, was invited by Chicago businessman Charles Norman Fay to establish a symphony orchestra here. Thomas’s aim to establish a permanent orchestra with performance capabilities of the highest quality was realized at the first concerts in October 1891. Thomas served as music director until his death in 1905—just three weeks after the dedication of Orchestra Hall, the Orchestra’s permanent home designed by Daniel Burnham.

Frederick Stock, recruited by Thomas to the viola section in 1895, became assistant conductor in 1899, and succeeded the Orchestra’s founder. His tenure lasted thirty-seven years, from 1905 to 1942—the longest of the Orchestra’s music directors. Dynamic and innovative, the Stock years saw the founding of the Civic Orchestra of Chicago, the first training orchestra in the United States affiliated with a major symphony orchestra, in 1919. He also established youth auditions, organized the first subscription concerts especially for children, and began a series of popular concerts.

Three distinguished conductors headed the Orchestra during the following decade: Désiré Defauw was music director from 1943 to 1947; Artur Rodzinski assumed the post in 1947–48; and Rafael Kubelík led the ensemble for three seasons from 1950 to 1953. The next ten years belonged to Fritz Reiner, whose recordings with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra are still considered performance hallmarks. It was Reiner who invited Margaret Hillis to form the Chicago Symphony Chorus in 1957. For the five seasons from 1963 to 1968, Jean Martinon held the position of music director.

Sir Georg Solti, the Orchestra’s eighth music director, served from 1969 until his death in September 1997. Solti’s arrival launched one of the most successful musical partnerships of our time, and the CSO made its first overseas tour to Europe in 1971 under his direction, along with numerous award-winning recordings.

Daniel Barenboim was named music director designate in January 1989, and he became the Orchestra’s ninth music director in September 1991, a position he held until June 2006. His tenure was distinguished by the opening of Symphony Center in 1997, highly praised operatic productions at Orchestra Hall, numerous appearances with the Orchestra in the dual role of pianist and conductor, twenty-one international tours, and the appointment of Duain Wolfe as the Chorus’s second director.

From 2006 to 2010, Bernard Haitink held the post of principal conductor, the first in CSO history. Pierre Boulez’s long-standing relationship with the CSO led to his appointment as principal guest conductor in 1995. He was named Helen Regenstein Conductor Emeritus in 2006, a position he held until his death in January 2016. Only two others have served as principal guest conductors: Carlo Maria Giulini, who began to appear in Chicago regularly in the late 1950s, was named to the post in 1969, serving until 1972. Claudio Abbado held the position from 1982 to 1985.

In January 2010, Yo-Yo Ma was appointed the CSO’s Judson and Joyce Green Creative Consultant by Riccardo Muti. In this role, he partners with Muti, staff, and musicians to provide program development for the Negaunee Music Institute at the CSO.

Mead Composers-in-Residence Samuel Adams and Elizabeth Ogonek were appointed by Riccardo Muti and began their three-year terms in the fall of 2015. In addition to composing, they curate the contemporary MusicNOW series.

Since 1916, recording has been a significant part of the Orchestra’s activities. Current releases on CSO Resound, the Orchestra’s independent recording label, include the Grammy Award–winning release of Verdi’s Requiem led by Riccardo Muti. Recordings by the CSO have earned sixty-two Grammy awards from the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences.

www.cso.org
**VIOLINS**
Robert Chen
Concertmaster
*The Louis C. Sudler Chair, endowed by an anonymous benefactor*
Stephanie Jeong
Associate Concertmaster
*The Cathy and Bill Osborn Chair*
David Taylor
Yuan-Qing Yu
Assistant Concertmasters*
So Young Bae
Cornelius Chiu
Alison Dalton
Gina DiBello
Stephanie Jeong
Associate Concertmaster
*The Cathy and Bill Osborn Chair*
David Taylor
Yuan-Qing Yu
Assistant Concertmasters*
So Young Bae
Alison Dalton
Gina DiBello

**CELLOS**
John Sharp
Principal
*The Eloise W. Martin Chair*
Kenneth Olsen
Assistant Principal
*The Adele Gidwitz Chair*
Karen Basrak
Loren Brown
Richard Hirschl
Daniel Katz
Katinka Kleijn
Jonathan Pegis
David Sanders
Gary Stucka
Brant Taylor

**BASSES**
Alexander Hanna
Principal
*The David and Mary Winton Green Principal Bass Chair*
Daniel Armstrong
Roger Clinet
Joseph DiBello
Michael Hovnanian
Robert Kassinger
Mark Kraemer
Stephen Lester
Bradley Opland

**HARP**
Sarah Bullen
Principal
Lynne Turner

**FLUTES**
Stefán Ragnar Höskuldsson
Principal
*The Erika and Dietrich M. Gross Principal Flute Chair*
Richard Graef
Assistant Principal
Emma Gerstein
Jennifer Gunn

**PICCOLO**
Jennifer Gunn

**OBOES**
Michael Henoch
Assistant Principal
*The Gilchrist Foundation Chair*
Lora Schafer
Scott Hostetler

**ENGLISH HORN**
Scott Hostetler

**CLARINET**
Stephen Williamson
Principal
John Bruce Yeh
Assistant Principal
Gregory Smith
J. Lawrie Bloom

**E-FLAT CLARINET**
John Bruce Yeh

**BASS CLARINET**
J. Lawrie Bloom

**BASSOONS**
Keith Buncke
Principal
William Buchman
Assistant Principal
Dennis Michel
Miles Maner

**CONTRABASSOON**
Miles Maner

**HORNS**
Daniel Gingrich
Acting Principal
James Smelser
David Griffin
Oto Carrillo
Susanna Gaunt

**TRUMPETS**
Mark Ridensour
Assistant Principal
John Hagstrom
Tage Larsen

**TROMBONES**
Jay Friedman
Principal
*The Lisa and Paul Wiggin Principal Trombone Chair*
Michael Mulcahy
Charles Vernon

**TROMBONE**
Charles Vernon

**TUBA**
Gene Pokorny
Principal
*The Arnold Jacobs Principal Tuba Chair, endowed by Christine Querfeld*

**TIMPANI**
David Herbert
Principal
*The Clinton Family Fund Chair*
Vadim Karfopoulos
Assistant Principal

**PERCUSSION**
Cynthia Yeh
Principal
Patricia Dash
Vadim Karfopoulos
James Ross

**LIBRARIANS**
Peter Conover
Principal
Carole Keller
Mark Swanson

**STAGE TECHNICIANS**
Kelly Kerins
Stage Manager
Blair Carlson
Dave Hartge
Peter Landry
Christopher Lewis
Todd Snick
Joe Tucker

---

*Assistant concertmasters are listed by seniority.
†On sabbatical
§On leave

The Louise H. Benton Wagner Chair currently is unoccupied.
The Nancy and Larry Fuller Principal Oboe Chair currently is unoccupied.
The Adolph Herseth Principal Trumpet Chair, endowed by an anonymous benefactor, currently is unoccupied.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra string sections utilize revolving seating. Players behind the first desk (first two desks in the violins) change seats systematically every two weeks and are listed alphabetically. Section percussionists also are listed alphabetically.
OFFICERS (2017–18)
Helen Zell
Chair
Mary Louise Gorno
Vice Chair
Robert A. Kohl
Vice Chair
Liisa Thomas
Vice Chair
James W. Mabie
Treasurer
Jeff Alexander
President
Karen Rahn
Secretary of the Board
The Honorable Rahm Emanuel
Honorary Chair
Karen Rahn
Honorary Chair

HONORARY TRUSTEES
The Honorable Rahm Emanuel
Honorary Chair
Patty Lane

TRUSTEES
John Aalbregtse
M. Cherif Bassiouni†
Randy Lammm Berlin
Laurence O. Booth
Kay Bucksbaum
Robert J. Buford
Leslie Henner Burns
Debra A. Cafaro
Marion A. Cameron
Gregory C. Case
David Casper
Bruce E. Clinton
George P. Colis
Dr. Christopher L. Culp
Timothy Duffy
Mimi Duginger*
Brian W. Duwe
J. Bradley Fewell
Richard C. Godfrey
Graham C. Grady
Joyce T. Green
David P. Hackett
Lori Julian
Jared Kaplan*
Donna L. Kendall
James Kolar
Joseph A. Konen
Dr. Randall S. Kroszner
Josef Lakonishok
Patty Lane

LIFE TRUSTEES
William Adams IV
Mrs. Robert A. Beatty
Marshall Bennett
Melvin Bergstein†
Arnold M. Berlin
William G. Brown
Dean L. Buntrock
Robert N. Burt
Richard Colburn
Richard H. Cooper
James S. Crown
Anthony T. Dean
Charles Douglas
John A. Edwardson
Thomas J. Eyerman
James B. Fadim
David W. Fox, Sr.
Richard J. Franke
Cyrus F. Freidheim, Jr
H. Laurence Fuller
Mrs. Robert W. Galvin
Paul C. Gignilliat
Joseph B. Glossberg
William A. Goldstein
Mary Louise Gorno
Howard L. Gottlieb
Mrs. Richard H. Gottlieb
Chester A. Gouglas
Richard Gray

HONORARY TRUSTEES
The Honorable Richard M. Daley
Lady Valerie Solti

*Ex Officio Trustee
†Deceased
GOVERNING MEMBERS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (2017–18)
Jared Kaplan
Chairman
Timothy A. Duffy
Immediate Past Chairman
Charles Emmons, Jr.
Vice Chairman of the Annual Fund
Eric Kalnis
Vice Chairman of Member Engagement
Michael A. Perlstein
Vice Chairman of Nominations & Membership

GOVERNING MEMBERS (2017–18)
Anonymous (8)
Dora J. Aubrecht
Floyd Abramson
Sandra Allen
Robert A. Alsaker
Megan P. Anderson
Ruth T. Anderson
Mychal P. Angelos
Dr. Edward L. Applebaum
David Arch
Dr. Robert Arensman
Kent Armbruster
Vernon Armour
Mrs. Donald L. Asher
Dr. Carey August
Marta Holzman Babson
Mr. Edgar Bachrach
Peter J. Barak
Mara Mills Barker
Peter Barrett
Mrs. Harold Barron
Roger S. Baskes
Robert H. Baum
Mr. Robert A. Beatty
Mike Bell
Edward H. Bennett III
Mrs. Marshall Bennett
Mrs. James F. Beré
Meta S. Berger
D. Theodore Berghorst
Ann R. Berlin
Phyllis Berlin
Robert L. Berner, Jr.
Ronald A. Bevil
William E. Bibel
Helaine A. Billings
Tomás Bissonnette
Dianne Blanco
Mrs. Judith Blau
Mr. Merrill Blau
Dr. Phyllis C. Bleck
Ann Blickensderfer
Mrs. Ted C. Bloch
Ms. Terry Boden
Mrs. Suzanne Borland
James G. Borovsky
John D. Bransome
Roderick Branch
Jill Brennam
Barbara Bridges
Bob Brink
Adrienne Brookstone
Arnold Brookstone
Mrs. Roger O. Brown
Mrs. William G. Brown
John D. Brubaker
Mr. Robert Brumbaugh
Patricia M. Bryan
Gilda Buchbinder
Samuel Buchsbaum
Lisa Dollar Buehler
Mrs. Dean L. Buntrock
Lynn C. Burt
Elizabeth Nolan Buzard
Ms. Lutgarte Calcote
Thomas Campbell
Bryce Carmine
Judie Castellini
Mr. John Cavanaugh
Mrs. Hammond Chafetz*
Tina Chapekis
Linton J. Childs
Mrs. William C. Childs
Frank Cicero, Jr.
Dana Green Clancy
Wes Clark
Patricia A. Clickener
Mitchell Cobey
Jean M. Cocozza
Carol Cohen
Robin Tenement Colburn
Lew Collins
Mrs. Jane B. Colman
Mrs. Earle M. Combs, III
Ms. Cecilia Conrad
Beatrice G. Crain
Mrs. William A. Crane
Mari Hatzenbuehler Craven
Mr. Richard Cremieux
Mr. Jerry J. Critser
Rebecca E. Crown
Mrs. Robert J. Darnall
Dr. Tapas K. Das Gupta
Mr. Michael Dawson
 Roxanne Decyk
Nancy Dehmlow
Duane M. Desparte
Janet Wood Diederichs
Paul Dix
Mrs. William F. Dooley
Sara L. Downey
Ms. Ann Drake
Dr. David Dranove
Dr. George Dunea
Mr. Frank A. Dusek, CPA
Mrs. Dorne Eastwood
Mrs. Larry Ebert
Louis M. Elbing III
Mrs. Arthur Edelstein*
Mrs. Richard Elden
Mrs. Richard Elden
Mrs. Samuel H. Ellis
Mr. Charles Emmons, Jr.
Joseph R. Ender*
Mrs. Janice Engle
Scott Enloe
Cynthia G. Esler
Dr. Marilyn D. Ezri
Mr. Tarek Fadel
Melissa Sage Fadim
Dr. Robert A. Harris
Dr. Robert A. Harris
James W. Haugh
Thomas Haynes
Mrs. Joseph Andrew Hays
James Heckman
Lynne Pettler Heckman*
Mrs. Patricia Herrmann Heestand
Mary Mako Helbert
Dr. Scott W. Helm
Bob Helman
Marilyn P. Helmolz
Richard H. Helmholz
Dr. Arthur L. Herbst
Marlene Kovar Hersh
Seymour I. "Sonny" Hersh
Jeffrey W. Hesse
Marjorie Friedman Heyman
Konstanze L. Hickey
Mrs. Thea Flaum Hill
David D. Hiller
Mrs. Mary P. Hines
William J. Hokin
Wayne J. Holman III
Mr. Richard S. Holson III
Fred E. Holubow
Mr. James D. Holzhauser
Carol Honigberg
Mrs. H. Earl Hoover*
Mrs. Nancy A. Horner
Frances G. Horwich
Mrs. Peter H. Huizenga
Michael L. Igoe
Craig T. Ingram
Verne G. Istock
Dr. Peter Ivanovich
Nancy Witte Jacobs
Cynthia Jamison-Marcy
Timothy Janovich
Dr. Todd Janus
John D. Jawor
Benetta Park Jenson
Justine D. Jentes
Mrs. William R. Jentes
Brian Johnson
George E. Johnson
Ronald B. Johnson
Mrs. Shirley M. Johnson
Stephanie D. Jones
Edward T. Joyce
Eric Kalnis
Mrs. Carol K. Kaplan
Ms. Dolores Kohl Kaplan
Jared Kaplan
Claudia Norris Kapnick
Mr. John A. Karoly
Mrs. Byron C. Kazaras
Barry D. Kaufman
Judy Kaufman
Kenneth Kaufman
Marie Kaufman
Don Kaul
Mrs. Susie Forstmann Kealy
Marilyn M. Keil
Ms. Ellen Kelleher
Molly Keller
Jonathan Kemper
Nancy Kempf
Linda J. Kenney, PhD
Gerould Kern
John C. Kern
Elizabeth I. Keyser
Mary Ellen Keyser
Richard L. Keyser
Emmy King
Susan Kiphart
Carol Kipporman
Dr. Jay Kleinman
Carol Evans Kleink
Jean Klingenstein
Mrs. Harriet B. Koehler
Mr. Henry L. Kohn, Jr.
Sanford Kolton
Ms. Judith Konen
Dr. Mark Kozloff
Dr. Michael Krcf
David Kreisman
MaryBeth Kretz
Susan Krupp
Dr. Vinay Kumar
Dr. Paul Kurtin
Rubin Ruznitsky
Dr. John LaBarbera
Arthur Ladenburger
Patricia Lee
Ms. Sunhee Lee
Eleanor Leichenko
Sheila Fields Leiter
Jeffrey Lennard
Laurence H. Levine
Mrs. Bernard Leviton
Dr. Edmund J. Lewis
Dr. Gregory M. Lewis
Dr. Philip R. Liebson
Ling Liu
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May & June

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
RICCARDO MUTI Zell Music Director
SYMPHONY CENTER PRESENTS

Jazz: May 18
Terence Blanchard
featuring
The E-Collective
Antonio Sánchez
& Migration

Chamber Music: May 20
Meridian String Quartet
Cornelius Chiu violin
Kozue Funakoshi violin
Danny Lai violin
Daniel Katz cello
Works by Bartók & Brahms

Civic Orchestra: June 4
Bernstein Symphony No. 1
& Holst The Planets
Francesco Lecce-Chong conductor
Maya Lahyani mezzo-soprano
Women of Bella Voce chorus
Andrew Lewis artistic director

COS: May 31–June 3
Beethoven 4 & Music from
Wagner's Tannhäuser & Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg
Marek Janowski conductor

Jazz: June 1
Dee Dee Bridgewater's Memphis
The Legendary Count Basie Orchestra directed by Scotty Barnhart

COS: June 10
Martin Helmchen
Works by Schumann & Beethoven

COS: June 11
Gregory Porter sings Nat King Cole and Me
with the COS and Special Guest Marc-André Hamelin Performs Rhapsody in Blue
Edwin Outwater conductor

COS: June 14–16
Shostakovich Cello Concerto No. 2 & Prokofiev Symphony No. 3
Riccardo Muti conductor
Yo-Yo Ma cello

COS: June 21–24
Muti Conducts Rossini Stabat mater
Riccardo Muti conductor
Krassimira Stoyanova soprano
Ekaterina Gubanova mezzo-soprano
Dmitry Korchak tenor
Enea Scala tenor
Eric Owens bass-baritone
Chicago Symphony Chorus
Duain Wolfe chorus director

Film: June 27–30
Star Wars: A New Hope In Concert
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Richard Kaufman conductor

Visit cso.org or call 312-294-3000 for more information or to order tickets.

SYMPHONY CENTER | 220 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE | CHICAGO, IL 60604
Corporate Partners
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association gratefully acknowledges the following corporate partners for their generous support.
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The Davee Foundation
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The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Society

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association deeply appreciates the generous support of all its donors. To thank and acknowledge individual supporters, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra Society recognizes annual gifts and lifetime, cumulative gifts and commitments in support of all areas and programs of the CSOA. The following list includes contributions to the Annual Fund; the Negaunee Music Institute at the Chicago Symphony Orchestra; employer matching gifts; donations as part of patron tours; and fundraising event support between August 15, 2017 and January 30, 2018.
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Dietrich M. Gross</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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| SUSTAINING MEMBER |
| $500,000–$999,999 |
| Anonymous (4) |
| The Paul M. Angell Family Foundation |
| Estate of Wayne Balmer |
| Julie and Roger Baskets |
| Arlene and Marshall Bennett |
| Estate of Norma Zuzanek Bennett |
| Mr.* & Mrs. James F. Beré |

Arnie and Ann Berlin
Kay Buckbaum
Estate of Marie K. Burnside
Robert and Joanne Crown Income
Charitable Fund
Tony and Lawrie Dean
Mrs. Arthur Edelstein*
Mr.* & Mrs. Donald F. Flynn
Mr. & Mrs. David W. Fox, Sr.
Rhoda Lea and Henry S. Frank
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Franke
Richard and Alice Godfrey
Robin ‘Tieken Hadley
Julie* and Parker* Hall
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Heagy
Estates of Benjamin W. and
Natalie Heineman
Mr. & Mrs. Jay L. Henderson
Estate of Elizabeth Hoffman
Pamela Kelley Hull / Roger B. Hull
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Judy
Mr. & Mrs. George Kennedy
Richard P. and Susan Kiphart Family
Dr. David* and Mrs. Barbara Kipper
Robert Kohl and Clark Pellett
Joseph and Judith Konen
Kay and Fred Krebbiel
Ling Z. and Michael C. Markowitz
Oscar G. and Elsa S. Mayer
Family Foundation
Nancy Lauter McDougall and
Alfred L. McDougall*
Mr.* & Mrs. Albert Pawlack
Estate of Halina J. Presley
Estate of Harriet Cary Ross
Patrick G. and Shirley W.
Ryan Foundation
Mr. John Schmidt and Dr. Janet Gilboy
Mr.* & Mrs. Irving Seaman, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Sheffield, Jr.
Estate of Berton E. Siegel
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Steinmetz
Roger and Susan Stone
Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Strong
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Sudler, Jr.
Catherine M. and Frederick H. Waddell
The Helen F. Whitaker Fund

*Denotes deceased
**Annual Support**

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association gratefully acknowledges the following individuals for their annual gifts and commitments in support of the CSOA through January 30, 2018.

### **$150,000 AND ABOVE**

Anonymous (2)
Kandy L. and Melvin R. Berlin
Romearie and Dean L. Buntrock
Estate of Marcia S. Cohn
Judson and Joyce Green
Mr. & Mrs. Dietrich M. Gross
Judson and Joyce Green
Estate of Marcia S. Cohn
Rosemarie and Dean L. Buntrock
Randy L. and Melvin R. Berlin
Anonymous (2)

### **$25,000–$49,999**

Anonymous (4)
Sharon and Charles Angell
Robert H. Baum and MaryBeth Kretz
Arnie and Ann Berlin
Mr. & Mrs. William Gardner Brown
John D. and Leslie Henner Burns
Ms. Marion A. Cameron
Mr. & Mrs. David Casper
Bruce and Martha Clinton for The Clinton Family Fund
Mr. & Dr. George Colis
The Crown Family Members of the CSOA Staff
Ms. Debora de Hoyos and
Mr. Walter Carlson
Timothy A. and Bette Anne Duffy
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Duve
John and Fran Edwards
Dan J. Epstein
Dan J. Epstein Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. James B. Fadim
Mr. & Mrs. Raggio Fernandes
Mr. Daniel Fischel and Ms. Sylvia Neil
Mr. & Mrs. David W. Fox, Sr.
Mrs. Zollie S. Frank*
Nancy and Larry Fuller
Richard and Alice Greffey
Ms. Susan Goldschmidt
William A. and Anne Goldstein
Mary Louise Gorno
Mr. Collier Hands
Collier Hands
Mr. & Mrs. Jay L. Henderson
Mr. & Mrs. Verne G. Istok
Mr. & Mrs. James Kolar
Lewis-Skring Family Foundation
Mr. Terrance Livingston and
Ms. Debra Caffaro
Beth A. Mannino and Paul Schick
Patty and Mark McGrath
Mr. David E. McNeil
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Meloin
Daniel R. Murray
James J. and Ellen O’Connor
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald L. Pauling II
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Pavulick
Andra and Irwin Press
Dr. Mohan Rao
Diana and Bruce Rauner
Mrs. John Shed Reed
Sheli Z. and Burton X. Rosenberg
Mr. & Mrs. Jason and Kristen Rust
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Santu
Mr. John Schmidt and Dr. Janet Gilboy
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Sheffield, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Shillman
Walter and Kathleen Snodell
Bill and Orli Staley Foundation
Carl W. Stern and Holly Hayes-Stern
Roger and Susan Stone
Family Foundation
Thierer Family Foundation
Ms. Lisa M. Thomas and
Mr. Stephen L. Pratt
Terence and Laura Traux
Penny and John Van Horn
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Wislow

### **$10,000–$24,999**

Anonymous (9)
Mrs. Rosa Arecedo and
Mr. Jose Luis Prado
Jeff and Keiko Alexander
Mrs. Ruth T. Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart Applebaum
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Bacon, Jr.
Henry R. Berghoef and Leslie
Lauer Berghoef
Merrill and Judy Blau
Patricia and Laurence Booth
Mr. Roderick Branch
Mr. & Mrs. Roger O. Brown
Henry and Gilda Buchbinder
Tom and Diane Campbell
Joyce Chelberg
Members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Sue and Jim Colletti
Mari Hatzenbuehler Craven
Mr. Jerry J. Critter
Ms. Nancy Dehmlow
Ms. Christina Donohue
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Donovan
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. Douglas
David and Deborah Draneow
Sidney Epstein* and
Sondra Berman Epstein
Henry and Frances Fogel
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. Franke
Mr. & Mrs. Cyrus F. Fridheim, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas M. Goldstein
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Goodyear, Jr.
Mary Winton Green
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Grube
James and Brenda Grusheck
Lynne R. Haarlow
Mr. & Mrs. David Hackett
Marguerite DeLany Hark
Harris Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Heagy
Mr. & Mrs. R. Helmholz
David Herro and Jay Franke
Mr. & Mrs. Mark C. Hibbard
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne J. Holman III
Fred and Sandra Holubow
Janie L. Horigberg, in memory of
Joel D. Horigberg
Mr. Sidney Jarrow*
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Jentes
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Johnson
Barbara and Kenneth Kaufman
Mr. & Mrs. George Kennedy
Anne and John Kern
Jean Klingenstein
Ferdinand and Bernadette Korndorf
Dr. Michael Kroo
Mr. Leonard Lavin
Dr.* & Mrs. H. Leichenko
Ms. Betsy Levin
Drs. Edmund & Julie Lewis
Dr. Eca Lichtenberg and
Dr. Arnold Tobin
Mr. & Mrs. John Lillard
Make It Better
Mrs. Erma Medgyesy
Dr. Toni-Marie Montgomery
Emilie Morpheus, M.D.
David and Dolores Nelson
Edward and Gayla Nieminen
Susan Noel
Mr. Neil Ortenberg
Pasquinelli Family Foundation
Mr. Robert Peterson
Mr.* & Mrs.* Curt C. Pinnell
Ms. Emilysue Pinnell
LeAnn Pedersen Pope and
Clyde F. McGregor
Mr. & Mrs. John Pratt
Dr. Petra and Mr. Randy O. Rissman
Jerry Rose
Patrick G. and Shirley W.
Ryan Foundation
Mr. Richard Ryan
Mr. & Mrs. David Savner
Karla Scherer and Harov Ferrill
David and Judy Schiffman
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Schlachtmeier
Kimberly M. Snyder
Ida N. Sondheimer & Family, in memory of
Joseph Sondheimer
Mr. & Mrs. William Steinmetz
Mr. Irving Steen, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Sudler, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Swanson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Toft
Dr. Cynthia M. Valukas and
Mr. Joseph A. Kohl
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Vance
Ms. Nancy Voorhees
Mr.* & Mrs. H. Blair White
Craig and Bette Williams
M.L. Winburn
Dr. Marylou Witz
Ann S. Wolff
Sarah R. Wolff and Joel L. Handelman

$3,500–$9,999
Anonymous (17)
Elaine and Floyd Abramson
Sanaha Allen and Jim Perlow
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Alsker
Mr. Edward Amrein, Jr. and
Mrs. Sara Jones-Amrein
Geoffrey A. Anderson
Megan P. and John L. Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Anderson
Ms. Doris Angell
Mychal P. Angelos, in memory of
Dorothy A. Angelos
Dr. Edward Applebaum and
Dr. Eca Redi
David and Suzanne Arcb
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Arensman
Dr. & Mrs. Kent Armbruster
Donald and Carol Asher
Carey and Brett August
Marta Holman Babson
Ed Bachrach
Mr. Edward M. Bakwin
Peter and Elisse Barack
Paul and Robert Barker Foundation
Mr. Carroll Barnes
Mr. Merrill and Mr. N.M.K. Barnes
Mr. Solonon Barnett
Mr. Peter Barrett
Roberta and Harold S. Barron
Jeff and Beth Bauer
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Beatty
Donna and Mike Bell
Mr. Lawrence Belles
Mrs. James F. Beri
Mota S. and Ronald Berger
Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. D. Theodore Bergbhorst
Mr.* & Mrs. Melvyn Bergstein
Dr. Leonard & Phyllis Berlin
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Berner, Jr.
Mr. Howard Bernick
Catherine & Ron Bevil
Lois and Jerry Beznos
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Bible
Mrs. Arthur A. Billings
Jim* and Dianne Blanco
Ann Blickensderfer
Mrs. Nancy Blum
Ms. Terry Boden
Mr. & Mrs. John Berland
Mr. & Mrs. James Borovsky
Adam Bossov
Mr. Donald Bousman
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Bramen
Mr. & Mrs.* William Brauneis
Ms. Jill Brennan
Barbara and Powell Bridges
Connie and Bob Brink
Mr. & Mrs. John Brubaker
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Bryan
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Buchbaum
Kay and Rhett Butler
Elizabeth Nolan and Kevin Bizard
Ms. Lusgart Cacule
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Calvin
Ms. Vera Capp
Carmine Foundation
Wendy Alders Cartland
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Castellini
Ms. Margaret Caswell
Mr. John Cavanaugh
Mia Celano and Noel Dunn
Mrs. Sara Chaffetz*
Mr. James Chamberlain
Tina and Fredrick Chapakis
Robert and Laura Chen
Linton J. Childs
Jan and Frank Cicero, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Clancy
Mr. & Mrs. Wesley M. Clark
Patricia A. Chikmer
Mitchell Coby and Janet Reali
Ms. Jean Coozaa
Lewis Collins
Jane and John C. Colman
E. and V. Combs Foundation
Mrs. Frances Coner
Garth J. and Martha H.* Conley
Dr. Thomas H. Conner
Mary Lynn Cooney
Mr. Lawrence Corry
Anita J. Court, Ph.D.
Patricia Cox and Family
Mrs. Beatrice C. Crain
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Crane
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Creminex
John and Cynthia Csermansky
Mr. Ivo Dzialder and
Mrs. Elisa D. Harris
Dancing Skies Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Darnall
Dr. Brenda A. Darrell and
Mr. Paul S. Watford
Dr. & Mrs. Tapas K. Das Gupta
Muller Davis and Lynn Straus
In loving memory of
Alice Furumoto-Dawson
Mr. Guy DeBoo and
Ms. Susan Franzetti
Dezyk Charitable Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Demirjian
Duane M. DeParte and
John C. Schneider
Janet Wood Diederichs
Paul and Nona Dix
Mr. & Mrs. William Dooley
Dr. & Mrs. James L. Downey
Ms. Ann Drake
Mr. & Mrs. Frank A. Dusek
Wendy Eager
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Earle
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Eastwood
Mr. & Mrs. Larry K. Ebert
Mr. & Mrs. Louis M. Ebling III
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Elden
Michael and Kathleen Elliott
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel H. Ellis
Charles and Carol Emmons
Mr. Joseph Ender
Mrs. Janice Engle
Scott and Lenore Enloe
Ginny and Peter Foreman
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Farley
Sally S. Feder
Cathy and Joe Feldman
Donald and Signe Ferguson
Hector Ferral, M.D.
Ms. Sharon Ferrill
Constance M. Filling
Kenneth M. Fitzgerald and Ruby Carr
Evelyn T. Fitzpatrick
Eileen T. Flynn and Thomas J. Inglis
Ginny and Peter Foreman
Mrs. John D. Foster
Mr. & Mrs. Willard Fraumann
Gerald Freedman
Susan and Paul Freehling
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Friedmann
Judy and Mickey Gaynor
Robert D. Gecht
Sandy and Frank Gelber
Dr. & Mrs. Mark Gendleman
Rabbi Gary S. Gerson and
Dr. Carol R. Gerson
Mr. & Mrs. Isak V. Gerson
Bernardino and Catterina Ghetti
Camillo and Arlene Ghiron
Ms. Karen Gianfrancesco
Mrs. Willard Gidwitz
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Gilson
Mr. & Mrs. James J. Glasser
Mr. Jonathan W. Glassberg
Mr. & Mrs. William Goldberg
Alfred G. Goldstein
Lyn Goldstein
Jeannette and Jerry Goldstone
Robert and Marcia Goltermann
Ms. Alexia Gordon
Mrs. Amy G. Gordon and
Mr. Michael D. Gordon
Mr. Gerald and Dr. Colette Gordon
Donald J. Grealen
Timothy and Joyce Greening
Dr. Jerry E. Greer
Mr. & Mrs. Byron Gregory
Susan* and Kendall Griffith
Mr. John Groccia and
Mrs. Kirstie Steiner
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Green
Jacalyn Gronek
Mr. & Mrs. John Grewdon
Dr. & Mrs. John W. Gustaitis, Jr.
Anastasia and Gary Grutting
Mr. & Mrs. Ernst A. Härleri
Mr. & Mrs. John Hales
Jerry A. Hall, M.D.
Joan M. Hall
Mrs. Richard C. Halpern
Stephanie and Howard Halpern
Anna Maria Hamada
Ronald and Diane Hamburger
John and Sally Harr
Dr. Robert A. Harris
Mr. & Mrs. Michael R. Hassan
James W. Haugh
Thomas and Connie Hsu Haynes
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Andrew Hays
James B. Heaton III
James and Lynne* Heckman
Pati and O.J. Hestand
Scott Helm
Janet and Bob Helman
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Herbst
Sonny and Marlene Hersb
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey W. Hesse
Marjorie Friedemann Heyman
The Hickey Family Foundation
Mr. Paul E. Hicks
Robert A. Hill and Thea Flaum Hill
Mr. David Hiller
William B. Hinchihi
Mrs. Mary P. Hines
Ms. Joan R. Hoatson
Dr. & Mrs. Edwin P. Hoffman
Richard and Joanne Hoffman
Mr. William J. Hskin
Mr. & Mrs. Richard S. Hsion III
James and Eileen Holzhauser
Joel* and Carol Hsngberg
Mrs. H. Earl Hoover
The Horner Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey Felsenthal
Dr. & Mrs. Ira M. Hanan
Mrs. Nancy A. Horner
Mr. & Mrs. John G. Levi
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Perlstein
Frances and Franklin* Horwich
James and Mary Houston
Carter Howard and Sarah Krepp
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Hutzenga
Tex and Susan Hull
Dr. Ronald L. Hullinger
The Hunter Family
Leland E. Hutchison and
Jean E. Perkins
Michael L. Ige
Mr. Craig T. Ingram
Ms. Frieda Ireland and
Mr. Carroll Damron
Dr. Peter Ivanovich
Mrs. Nancy Witts Jacobs
Mr. & Mrs. Stan Jakopin
Cynthia Jamison-Marcy
Timothy and Jennifer Janovich
Dr. & Mrs. Todd and Peggy Janus
Joseph and Rebecca Jarabak
Mr. John Jawor
Benetta and Paul Jenson
Ms. Justine Jenks and Mr. Dan Karuna
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Jeppson, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs.* Howard Jessen
Joni and Brian Johnson
Maryl Johnson, M.D.
Ronald B. Johnson
Dr. Patricia Jones
Ms. Stephanie Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Edward T. Joyce
Eric and Melanie Kalnings
Daleks Kahl Kaplan and
Merris A. Kaplan*
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Kaplan/
Kaplan Foundation
Jared Kaplan and Maridee Quanbeck
Mr.* & Mrs. Kurt Karmin
John and Kermu Karoly
Mr. & Mrs. Byron C. Karzas
Barry D. Kaufman
Judy and Jerry Kaufman
Larry and Mari Kaufman
Don Kauf and Barbara Blum-Kaul
Susie Forstmann Kealy
Marilyn M. Keil
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Keiser
Ms. Ellen Kelleher
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Keller
Jonathan and Nancy Lee Kemper
Gerould and Jewell Kern
Mr. & Mrs. W. K. Ketchum
Mrs. Elizabeth Keyser
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Keyser
Ben and Laura King
The King Family Foundation
Carol Kipperman
Esther G. Klatz
Dr. Jay and Georgianna Kleiman
Mr. & Mrs. James Klenk
Mr. Thomas Kmetko
Mrs. Harriet B. Koehler
Cookie Anspach Kohn and Henry L. Kohn
Ms. June Koizumi
Nancy and Sanford Kolton
Mr. & Mrs. Richard K. Komarek
Dr. & Mrs. Mark Kozloff
Kay and Fred Krebbiel
Eldon and Patricia Kreider
David and Susan Kreisman
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Krueck
Peter and Susan Krupp
Drs. Vinay and Raminder Kumar
Paul and Ruth Ann Kurin
Mr. & Mrs. Rubin F. Kuznitsky
Mr. John LaBarbera
Arthur and Olga Ladenburger
Mr. Craig Lancaster and
Ms. Charlene T. Handler
Mark J. and Susan S. Larson
Patricia Lee
Sheila Fields Leiter
Mr. Jeffrey Lennard
Wally and Carol Lennox
Mary and Lawrence Levine
Averill and Bernard Lexicon
Grigory M. Lewis and Mary E. Streek
Mr. Julius Lewis
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Lieberman
Philip R. Liebson, M.D.
Stewart and Susan Liechti
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert Lippitz
Ling Liu
Patricia M. Livingston
Reva and John S. Lizzadro, Sr.
Diane and William F. Lloyd
Jane and Peter Lub
The Loewenthal Fund at
The Chicago Community Trust
Renie Logan
Mr. Russ Lyman
Mr. & Mrs. Barry MacLean
Mr. & Mrs. Duncan MacLean
S. Stella Mah
Mr. Eric Makstennicks
Dr. & Mrs. Michael S. Maling
The Malott Family Foundation
Mr. Daniel Manogian
Nathaniel M. Marr
Robert* and Judy Marth
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick A. Martin
Arthur and Elizabeth Martinez
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Marvin
Ms. ReLinda Mathis and Dr. Brian Haag
James and Susan Matson
Marianne C. Mayer
Margaret H. and Steven D. McCormick
Ann Pickard McDermott
Dr. & Mrs. James McGee
Dr. & Mrs. John McGee II
John and Etta McKenna
Dr. & Mrs. Peter McKeen
In memory of William and
Carolyn McKintrick
Jane and Bruce McLagan
James Edward McPherson and
David L. Murray
Mr. Zarina Mehta
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Meister
Mr. Gregory and Dr. Alice Melchor
Mr. Llewellyn Miller and
Ms. Cecilia Conrad
Edward & Lucy R. Minor
Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Mary Millter
Mr. Frank Modruson and
Ms. Lynne Shigley
Ms. Judith Moniak
Dr. Bill Moor
Maria and Carl E. Moore
Charles A. Moore
Mrs. Frank Morrissey
Catherine Molyu and
LeRoy T. Carlson, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert F. Munsterman
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Murphy
Eilson T. Murray
Jo Ann and Stuart Nathan
Mr.* & Mrs. William Neiman
Mr. & Mrs. Ray E. Newton, Jr.
Dr. Zehava L. Noab
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Nopar
Kenneth R. Noggen
Ms. Susan Norvich
Ms. Martha Nusbaum
Bill and Penny Obehain
Eric and Carolyn Osterle
Michael and Kay O’Halleran
Mr. & Mrs. Norman L. Olson
Mr. Bruce Oltmann
John and Peg O’Malley
Mr. & Mrs. William J. O’Neill
Mr. Thomas Orlando
Beatrice F. Orzac
The Osprey Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Ostermann
Mr. & Mrs. James O’Sullivan, Jr.
Mr. Tom O’Toole
Mr. Bruce Ottley
Mrs. China I. Oughton
Michael and Rebecca Owen
Mrs. Evelyn E. Padov
Mr. Timothy Pateman
Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Patten, Jr.
Dianne M. and Robert J. Patterson, Jr.
Eugene and Lois Pavalon
Mr. Michael Payette
Richard and Frances Penn
Ms. Shauna Feet
Gerald* and Mona Penner
Dr. & Mrs. Ray Pensinger
Roxy and Richard Pepper
Kingsley Perkins
Mr. & Mrs. Michael A. Perlstein
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Perman
Dr. William Peruzzi
David and Sara Peterson
Lorna and Ellard Pfuetzer, Jr.
Sue N. and Thomas F. Pick
Ms. Kimberly Pickenpaugh
Stanley M. and Virginia Johnson Pillman
Mrs. Sherri Pinco
Mr. & Mrs. Dale R. Pinkert
Harvey and Madeleine Plonsker
John F. Pojasek III Charitable Fund
Ms. Judy Pomeranz
Christine and Michael Poggio
Stephen and Ann Sucker Pott
Mr. Samuel Press
Ms. D. Price
Mr. & Mrs. John Puth
Drs. Joseph and Kimberly Pyle
Mr. & Mrs. Leigh Rabban
James and Cheryll Raff
Dorothy V. Ramm
Mari Yamamoto Regnier
Al and Lynn Reichle
Mark S. Reiter
Mr. & Mrs. John Relias
Merle Roskin
Miles and Peggy Ridgway
Burton and Francine Rissman
J. Timothy Ritchie*
Charles and Marilyn Rivkin
Ms. Carol Roberts
David and Kathy Robin
Dr. Diana Robin
Erik and Nelleke Roffelsen
Bob Rogers Travel
Mr. John W. Rogers, Jr.
Kevin M. Rosbeg and Daniel P. Vicenzo
Mr. & Mrs. Harry J. Roger
Lorelai Rosenthal
Michael Rosenthal
Sharon and Louis F. Rosenthal
Bety Rosenzweig
D.D. Roskin
Mr. & Mrs. Frank A. Rossi
Mrs. Donald Roth*
Jay and Maija Rotenberg
Ms. Roberta H. Rubin
Ms. Susan B. Rubnitz
Ms. Judy Runge
Tina and Buzz Ruttenberg
William and Mary Ryan
Rita* and Norman Sackar
Carol S. Sadow
Ms. Cecelia Samans
Mr. David Sandfort
Mr. Agustin G. Sanz
Mr. Muneer A. Satter and
Ms. Kristen H. Hertel
Raymond and Inez Saunders
Mr. Timothy M. Saway
Shirley and John Schussman
Douglas M. Schmidt
Barbara and Gene Schmitt
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Scholl
The Schreuder Family
Al Schriesheim and Kay Torshen
Donald L. and Susan J. Schwartz
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey J. Strathern
Cheryl Sturm
Ms. Minsoon Suh
Mr. Sean Susann
Ruth Miner Swislow
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Szalay
Mr. Patrick Togny Dzieze
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Tawbe
Mrs. Vernon Thomas
Mr. James Thompson
Ms. Carla M. Thorpe
Joan and Michael Thron
Kay and Mary Ann Tittle
Bill and Anne Tobey
John T. and Carrie M. Travers
Howard and Paula* Trienhens
Mr. & Mrs. William and
Joan Trukenbrod
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Turner
Ksenia A. and Peter Turuila
Mrs. Elizabeth Twede
Henry and Janet Underwood
Zalman and Karen Usiskin
Virginia C. Vale
Mr. & Mrs. Peter E. Van Nice
Mr. John Van Pelt
Mrs. Dorothy Vance
Ms. Julia Vander Ploeg
Dr. Douglas Vaughan
Dr. Michael Viglione
Mr. Christian Vinyard
Mr. William A. Von Honee Jr.
Theodore and Elizabeth Wads
Mr. & Mrs. Mark A. Wagner
Mr. Erich Wad, in memory of
Diane Welch
Nicholas and Jessica Wallace
Ms. Carol Warhsawsky
Dr. Catherine L. Webh
Mr. & Mrs. Jacob Weglarz
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph M. Weil
Drs. Carolyn and Jamie Weiner
Hilary and Barry Weinstein
Samuel* and Chckie Weisbard
Abby and Glen Weisberg
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Weiss
Linda and Marc Wessbush
Bert and Barbara Willer
Mrs. Barbara H. West
Mr. & Mrs. Peter West
Michael* and Laura Well
Dr. Hak Wong
Courtenay R. Wood and
H. Noel Jackson, Jr.
Michael H. and Mary K. Woolover

Ms. Debbie Wright
Owen and Linda Youngman
Mr. Laird Zuckheis and Ms. Sunhee Lee
Alexander F. Zajczenko and
Julie Schweitzyger
Dr. & Mrs. John Zaremba
Richard E. Ziegler
Ms. Karen Zupko

$1,000–$3,499
Anonymous (37)
Mr. Sherwin Abrams
Michael and Mary Abroce
Nancy A. Abshire
Ms. Patti Acufo
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Adelman
In memory of Martha and
Bernie Adelson
Ms. Susan Adler
Fraida and Bob Aland
Dr. & Mrs. Carl H. Albright
Ms. Judy Allen
Ms. Rochelle Allen
Ms. Mary T. Alroth
Mrs. Evelyn Alter
Dr. Diane Altinurn
Dr. Ronald and Barbara Altman
Dr. Charles and Marie Grass Ametn
Ms. Carol Anderson
Ms. Judith Anderson
Mr. Karl Anderson and
Ms. Pamela Shiu
Cushman L. and Pamela Andrews
Janet Arbeyman
Gregory Yuri Aronoff
Dr. & Mrs. Andrew Aronson
Mrs. Jeane B. Aronson
Ms. Marie Asbury
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Ascoli
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Asher
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore M. Asmun
Mr. Suean Atac
Jack S. Aten
Athena Fund
Ms. Frances Atkins
Mr. Bhupat Athuria
Ms. Bernice Auslander
Mrs. Dianne Avgeris
Ms. Marlene Bach
Mr. Tom Bachell
Dr. Richard Baer
The Samuel Bailey Family
Catherine Baker and Timothy Kent
Jon Balke and G. Balke
Edith M. Ballin
Ms. Barbara Ballinger
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Barber
Sarah Barber
Mr. & Mrs. William Bardeen
Mr. Robert Barkei
Ms. Judith Barnard
Mr. & Mrs. John Barnes
Mr. Peter Barrett
William Bartley
Ms. Barbara Barzansky
Mr. & Ms. John J. Basalay
Howard and Donna Bass
Ms. Sandra Bass
Professor M. Cherif Bassiouni* and Elaine Klemen
Mrs. Janet R. Bauer
Michael Bauer to Michael & Gail Bauer
Mr. Ronald Bauer
Robert and Linda Baum
Ms. Elaine Baumann
Mr. Ronald Bauer
Robert and Linda Baum
Ms. Elaine Baumann
Dr. Dharmesh Bavda
Ms. Patricia Bayerlein
Mr. & Mrs. George Beam
Ms. Ellen Bechthold
Ms. Michele Becker
Paul Becker and Nancy Becker
Dr. & Mrs. Enrique Beckmann
Kirsten Bedway and Simon Peebler
Prue and Frank Beidler
August Belauskas and Ray Webb
Mr. Ken Biedeman
Mr. & Mrs. Harrington Bischof
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Blair
In memory of John R. Blair
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Block
Mr. & Mrs. David Blumberg
Nancy Bodeen
Mr. Edward Boehm III
Ms. Virginia Boehme
Ms. Jane Bokema
Dr. H. Constance Bonbrest
Timothy and Karen Bondy
Ms. Alison C. Bonney
Cassandra L. Book
Amy and Brian Boonstra, in memory of Jung R. Lee and Ida Bychkov
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Borich
Mr. James Borkman
Mr. & Mrs. Fred P. Bosselman
Mr. & Mrs. David Boyd
Betre and Bill Boyd
Ms. Danolda Brennan
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Breu
Mr. Michael Brewer
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Brightfelt
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold Brookstone
Mr. Wesley Brogward
Mr. & Mrs. Joel Brook
Mr. Lee M. Brown,
Mr. John B. Newman,
and Ms. Pixie Newman
Mrs. Dan Brussan
Ms. Katherine Bryan
Ann M. Buckley
Linda S. Buckley
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Buhler
Dr. Mary Louise Burger
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth J. Burns, Jr.
Mr. David Burrage
Mr. George Burrows
Bob and Lynn Burt
Ms. Jeane Busch
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Bushman
Mr. & Mrs. John Butler
Gabriel and Jill Buzas
Mr. & Mrs. Wiley Caldwell, Jr.
Mr. Robert Callahan
Dr. & Mrs. Michael Carbon
Robert and Kay Carlson
Mr. Fairbank Carpenter
Drs. Virginia and Stephen Carr
Dr. R. Cavallino and
Mrs. Patricia Cavallino
Mr. & Mrs. Candelario Celio
Beverly and Lawrence Centella
Ms. Margaret Chaplan
Mr. & Mrs. John Chapman
Mr. Jayson Cheever
Members of the Chicago Symphony Chorus
Harriet and Myron Cholden
Mr. George Christakes
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Christianson
The Clark Family Foundation
Ms. Kathleen Clark
Stephen Clark
Ms. Nancy Clawson
Mr. & Ms. Keith Clayton
Robert Coen and Marjorie Coen
Melanie R. Cohen
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Cohen
Mr. Harry N. Cohen
Dr. Edward A. Cole and
Dr. Christine A. Rydel
Ms. Kathryn Collier
Mr. Stan Collins
James D. Compton
Peter Conover and Kristi Sloniger
Peter and Beverly Ann Conroy
Ms. Renee Contreras
Ms. Sharon Conway
Mary Ellen Cooney and Ken Higgins
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Corrado
Nancy R. Corral
Joe and Judy Cosenza
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Cottle
Gayla W. Cox
Ms. Jane Cox
Ms. Juli Crabtree
Elliott Crigger
Mr. Earle Cromer III
Mr. Bert Crossland
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Crowe
Constance Cwiok
Mrs. Marcia Dam
Mr. & Mrs. C. Daniels
Ms. Eleanor Dank
Mr. John D'Arcy
Melissa and Gordon Davis
Norma E. Davis Willis
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Davison
Romke de Haan
Mr. Eric C. Dean
Mary Dedin and
William Carlisle Herbert
Delaney Delaney & Voorn LTD
Mrs. David DeMar
Mr. Adrian Demoooy
Dr. & Mrs. Terrence Demos
Martine Derom
Ms. Marcia Devlin
Mr. & Mrs. James W. DeYoung
Mr. & Mrs. Byram Dikes
Ms. Amy Dickinson and
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Peter G. Horton Charitable Remainder
Annuity Trust

$25,000–$49,999
Anonymous (2)
Abbott Fund
BMO Harris Bank
CRAIN-Maling Foundation
John and Fran Edwardson
Ellen and Paul Gignilliat
Peter G. Horton Charitable Remainder
Annuity Trust

$5,000–$9,999
Robert H. Baum and MaryBeth Kretz
Mr. Lawrence Belles
Ms. Marion A. Cameron
Harry F. and Elaine
Chaddick Foundation
Patricia A. Clickener
Mr. Lawrence Corry
Mari Harzenbuecher Craven
Annie H. Evans
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Geraghty
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Glossberg
Richard and Alice Godfrey
Chet Gougis and Shelley Ochab
The League of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra Association
Lyon Family Foundation
Milne Family Foundation
David and Dolores Nelson
Ms. Susan Norvich
Gerald* and Mona Penner
Mrs. John Shedd Reed
Al and Lynn Reichle
Sherry and Bob* Reum
The Rhoades Foundation
Ms. Cecelia Samans
Dr. Scholl Foundation
Segal Consulting
The Siragusa Foundation
Siragusa Family Foundation
Penny and John Van Horn

$2,500–$4,999
Anonymous (1)
Arts Midwest Touring Fund
Professor M. Cherif Bassiouni* and Elaine Klemen
Daniel and Michele Becker
Charles H. and Bertha L. Boothroyd Foundation
Mr. Donald Bouseman
Mr. & Mrs.* William Brauneis
Mary Ellen Cooney and Ken Higgins
Anita J. Court, Ph.D.
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Dunkel
Ms. Alexia Gordon
James B. Heaton III
Mr. Paul E. Hicks
William B. Hinchliff
Italian Village Restaurants
Mr. & Mrs. Loren Jahn
Susie Forstmann Kealy
Jean Klingenstein
Mr. John LaBarbera
Anne E. Lebowitz Fund
Mr. Gregory and Dr. Alice Melchor
Edward and Lucy R. Minor Family Foundation
Marla and Carl E. Moore
Michael and Kay O’Halloran
Mr. & Mrs. William J. O’Neill
Ms. Kimberly Pickenpaugh
Ms. D. Price
Benjamin J. Rosenthal Foundation
Ms. Judy Runge
David and Judith L. Sensibar
Jessie Shih and Johnson Ho
Mr. Larry Simpson
Ms. Adena Staben
Walter and Caroline Sueske
Charitable Trust
Ruth Miner Swislow
Mr. Peter Vale
Lulu

$1,000–$2,499
Anonymous (8)
Ms. Patti Acurio
Dr. Diane Altkorn
Mr. Edward Amrein
Mr. Sydney Jones-Amrein
Dr. Geoffrey A. Anderson
Dr. Smiljana Antonijevic
Dr. & Mrs. Kent Armbruster
Gregory Yuri Aronoff
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Asher
Mr. Sinan Atac
Jon Balke and G. Balke
Mr. Carroll Barnes
Mr. & Mrs. John Barnes
Mr. Peter Barrett
William Bartley
Howard and Donna Bass
Michael and Gail Bauer
Dr. Dharmesh Bavda
Michael Bennett
Mr. Peter and Dr. Judith Bensinger
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Bible
Ann Blickensderfer
Ms. Jane Bolkema
Cassandra L. Book
Mr. James Borkman
Adam Bossov
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Buchsbaum
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth J. Burns, Jr.
Mr. David Burage
Mr. & Mrs. Candelario Celio
The Clark Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Wesley M. Clark
Mr. & Ms. Keith Clayton
Dr. Edward A. Cole and Dr. Christine A. Rydel
Garth J. and Martha H.* Conley
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Cottle
Melissa and Gordon Davis
Romke de Haan
Mr. Frank Dileonardo
Ms. Crystal Dippre
Ms. Joan D. Donovan
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Duda
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Earle
Nancy Eibeck
Robert S. and Ardyth J. Eisenberg
Mr. Carl Ekberg
Elk Grove Graphics
Ms. Paula Elliott
Charles and Carol Emmons
Ms. Patricia Erickson
Dr. Ron Eshleman
Mrs. Carol Evans, in memory of Henry Evans
Mrs. Walter D. Fackler
Mr. Tarek Fadel
Joy Ferr
Dr. & Mrs. Sanford Finkel, in honor of Katinka Kleijn
Mr. Matthew Finkner
Evelyn T. Fitzpatrick
Ms. Lola Flamm
Mrs. Roslyn Flegel
Mrs. Susan Flynn
Gerald Freedman
Mr. George Frerichs and Ms. Cheryl D. McIntyre
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald Gannell
Camillo and Arlene Ghiron
Mrs. Amy G. Gordon and Mr. Michael D. Gordon
Halasmani/Davis Family
Mr. & Mrs. John Hales
John and Patricia Hamilton
Barbara and Jim Herst
Mr. & Mrs. Mark C. Hibbard
Suzanne Hoffman and Dale Smith
Mr. Karl Hoffman
Ms. Sharon Flynn Hollander
Roger and Nadeane Hruby
David and Marcia Hulan
Dr. & Mrs. Sanford Finkel, in honor of Katinka Kleijn
Mr. Howard Kidd
Kinder Morgan
Ben and Laura King
Esther G. Klatz
Ann Z. Klymenov
Janice Klich
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Knauff
Ms. Leah Laurie
Sharon and Bill Lear
Molly Lemeris and Carl Folta
Mr. & Mrs. Stewart Liechti
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert Lippitz
Ms. Anne Little
Mr.* & Ms. Gerald F. Loftus
Mr. Russ Lyman
Mr. Edward Mack
Mr. Glen J. Madeja and Ms. Janet Steidl
Ms. Jeanne Malkin
Ms. Margaret A. Malone
Ms. Amy B. Manning and Mr. Paul C. Ziebert
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Marwin
Ms. Catherine Masters
Ms. Adele Mayer
Jim and Ginger Meyer
Mr. Robert Middleton
Ms. Annet Miranda
Dr. Leo and Catherine Miserendino
Mr. Roger Modder
Ms. Judith Moniak
Ann T. Moroney
Mrs. Frank Morrissey
Wayne L. Morley and Marcia Snyder
Catherine Mouly and LeRoy T. Carlson, Jr.
The Navarre Law Firm
Deborah J. Nelson
Mr. Albert A. Nemcek, Jr.
Thomas Neuahr
Fourteen Civic members participate in the Civic Fellowship program, a rigorous artistic and professional development curriculum that supplements their membership in the full orchestra. Major funding for this program is generously provided by The Julian Family Foundation with additional funding from Prince Charitable Trusts.

The 2017–18 Civic season is sponsored by the Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation.

Dora J. and R. John Aalbregtse
Siyoon Park†, oboe
Dr.* & Mrs.* Bernard H. Adelson
Rebecca Boelzner, viola
Mr.* & Mrs. Robert Bacon Jr.
Yoojin Baek, violin
Annija Kerno, viola
Robert H. Baum and MaryBeth Kretz
Pei-yeh Tsair, keyboard
Mr. Lawrence Belles and Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Ariel Parkin, viola
Sue and Jim Colletti
Laura Pitkin†, horn
Lawrence Corry
Kevin Lin, viola
Mr. Jerry J. Critser
Nicky Swertf, cello
Robert and Joanne Crown Income Charitable Fund
Miguel Aguirre, violín
Kayla Burggraf, flute
Quinn Delaney, bassoon
Rachel Peters, violín
Vincent Trautwein, bass
Tong Yu, violin
Mr.* & Mrs. David A. Donovan and Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
Allison Chambers, cello
Aleksa Kuzma, viola
Mr. & Mrs. Allan Drebin and Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Greg Heintz, bass
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Geraghty and Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Geirþrúður Anna Guðmundsdóttir, cello
Mr. & Mrs. Paul C. Gignilliat
Adam Ayers, cello
Mathew Burri, bass
Arthur Masuy, violín
LiAlt Slobodkin, violin
Seung-mi Sun, violin
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Glossberg
Enrique Chou, violin
Richard and Alice Godfrey
Diane Meyers, cello
Chet Gougis and Shelley Ochab
Christy Kim†, flute
Mary Winton Green
Daniel Meyers, bass
The Julian Family Foundation
Roslyn Green†, viola
Joseph LeFevre, tuba
Lester B. Knight Charitable Trust
Chris DeMarco, bass
Stephanie Diebel, horn
James Perez, trombone
Robert Kohl and Clark Pellett
Anna Piotrowski, violin
Nancy Lauter McDougal and
Alfred L.* McDougal
Nicholas Adams, bass
Gabriel Fridkis, flute
Mrs. Mona Penner, in memory of
Gerald Penner
Sarah Bowen, violin
Prince Charitable Trusts
Maria Arrau†, violin
Mrs. John Shedd Reed
Alex Norris, violin
Al and Lynn Reichle
Nicholas Brown, clarinet
Sandia and Earl J. Rusnak Jr
Susan Bengtson, viola
Barbara and Barre Seid Foundation
Matthew Kibort, timpani
Kelly Quesada, cello
The George L. Shields Foundation Inc.
Eva Maria Barbado Gutierrez, cello
Seth Pae, viola
Ben Roidl-Ward, bassoon
Ruth Miner Wislows
Alexander Giger, violin
Cally Laughlin, clarinet
Lois and James Vrhel Endowment Fund
Vincent Gawan, bass
Dr. Marylou Witz
Carmen Abelson†, violin
Michael G.* and Laura Woll
Kelsey Williams, horn
Michael G. Woll Fund at the Pauls Foundation
Devin Gossett, horn
Bryant Millet, trumpet
Patrick Speranza, percussion
Lucas Steidinger, trombone
Renée Vogen, horn
Anonymous
Alexander Schwarz†, trumpet
Anonymous
Natalie Lee, violin
Robinson Schulze†, bass trombone
Anonymous
Nomin Zolzaya, cello
*Denotes deceased
†Denotes Civic Fellow

FRIENDS OF THE CIVIC ORCHESTRA
The following donors have aligned themselves as Friends of the Civic Orchestra by directing a gift of $1,500 or more toward the stipend Civic musicians receive each season.

Ms. Patti Acurio
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Dunkel
Charles and Carol Emmons
Anne H. Evans
James B. Heaton III
Esther G. Klatz
Ms. June Koizumi
Mr. Russ Lyman
Jim and Ginger Meyer
Dr. Leo and Catherine Miserendino
Ms. Susan Norvich
Mr. & Mrs. William J. O’Neill
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Pierce
The Rhodes Foundation
Ms. Cecelia Samans
Mr. Larry Simpson
Ms. Belle Waldfigel

Theodore Thomas Society
Listed below are generous donors who have made commitments to the Chicago Symphony Orchestra through their wills, trusts, and other estate plans, including life-income arrangements. The Society honors their generosity, which helps to ensure the long-term financial stability and artistic excellence of the CSO. To learn more, please call Al Andreychuk, director of planned giving, at 312-294-3150.

Mr. & Mrs. David Granato
Richard and Mary L. Gray
Mary Winton Green
Dr. Jon Brian Greis
John and Patricia Hamilton
John Hart and Carol Prins
Mr. William P. Hauworth II
Thomas and Linda Heagy
Mr. R.H. Helmholz
Stephanie and Allen Hochfelder
Concordia Hoffmann
Frank and Helen Holt
Mark and Elizabeth Hurley
Michael L. Igoe, Jr.
Ms. Darlene Johnson

STRADIVARIAN ASSOCIATES
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
is pleased to recognize the following individuals for generously creating a revocable bequest of $100,000 or more, or an irrevocable life-income trust of annuity of $50,000 or more, to benefit the Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association, as of January 2018.

Anonymous (9)
Dora J. and R. John Aalbregtse
Evy Johansen Alsaker
Robert A. Alsaker
Geoffrey A. Anderson
Ruth T. Anderson
Mychal P. Angelos, in memory of Dorothy A. Angelos
Dr. Jeff Bale
Leland and Mary Bartholomew
Maryly A. Beider
Dr. C. Bekerman
Mike and Donna Bell
Celine Bendy
Julie Ann Benson
K. Richard and Patricia M. Berlet
Merrill and Judy Blau
Ann Blickensderfer
Danolda Brennan
Mr. Leon Brenner, Jr.
Dr. Mary Louise Harsh Burger
Mr. Frank and Dr. Vera Clark
Patricia A. Clickener
Judith and Stephen F. Condren
Robert L. Drinan, Jr. and Mitchell J. Brown
Dr. Marilyn Ezri
Mrs. William M. Flory
Mr. & Mrs. David W. Fox, Sr.
Rhoda Lea and Henry S. Frank
Mrs. Zollie S. Frank
Mary J. and Ronald P. Freik
Penny and John Fried
Mr. & Mrs. Paul G. Gignilliat
Lyle Gillman
Mary Louise Gorno
Dr. & Mrs. David Granato
Richard and Mary L. Gray
Mary Winton Green
Dr. Jon Brian Greis
John and Patricia Hamilton
John Hart and Carol Prins
Mr. William P. Hauworth II
Thomas and Linda Heagy
Mr. R.H. Helmholz
Stephanie and Allen Hochfelder
Concordia Hoffmann
Frank and Helen Holt
Mark and Elizabeth Hurley
Michael L. Igoe, Jr.
Ms. Darlene Johnson
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Ronald B. Johnson
Roy A. and Sarah C. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Paul R. Judy
Lori Julian
Jared Kaplan and Maricde Quanbeck
Wayne S. and Lenore M. Kaplan
Howard Kaspin
James Kemmerer
Esther G. Klatz
Robert Kohl and Clark Pellett
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Kubicka
Robert B. Kyts Memorial Fund
Charles Ashby Lewis and Penny Bender Sebring
Robert Alan Lewis
Sheldon H. Marcus
Mr. Robert C. Marks
Marilyn G. Marr
James Edward McPherson
Marcia and Jack L. Melamed, M.D.
Janet L. Melk
Mrs. Bill and Elaine Moor
Charles Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Mario A. Munoz
John H. Nelson
Muriel Nerad
Edward A. and Gayla S. Nieminen
Dr. Joan E. Patterson
Donald Peck
Mrs. Thomas D. Philipsborn
Judy Pomeranz
Mr. & Mrs. Neil K. Quinn
Randall and Cara Rademaker
Al and Lynn Reichle
Ann and Bob Reiland
Wendy Reynes
Dr. Edward O. Riley
Charles and Marilynn Rivkin
Dolores M. Rix
Jerry Rose
John and Nancy Rutledge
Richard O. Ryan
John A. Salkowski
Cecelia Samans
Franklin Schmidt
Joanne Silver
Mr. Craig Sirles
Betty W. Smykal
Annette and Richard Steinke
Mrs. Deborah Sterling
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Strong
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Telandar
Karin and Alfred Tenny
Richard and Helen Thomas
Ms. Carla M. Thorpe
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Toft
Dr. Richard Tresley
Paula Turner
Robert W. Turner and Gloria B. Turner
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Van Horn
Mr. Christian Vinyard
Mr. Robert Volz
Joan and Marco Weiss
Dr. Robert G. Zadylak
Helen Zell

MEMBERS
Anonymous (31)
Valerie and Joseph Abel
Louise Abrahams
Judy L. Allen
Ann S. Alpert
Ms. Judith L. Anderson
Steven Andes, Ph.D.
Catherine Aranyi
Mr. Neal Ball
Mara Mills Barker
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Beatty
Arlene and Marshall Bennett
Sally J. Benson
William and Ellen Bentsen
Joan I. Berger
Harriet H. Bernbaum
Candace Broecker
Mrs. Lucille Brouse
John L. Browar
Catherine Brubaker
Joseph Buc
Edward J. Buckbee
Michelle Miller Burns
Mr. Robert J. Callahan
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph R. Car
Mr. & Mrs. William P. Carmichael
Dr. Marlene E. Castano
Bill and Betty Cline
Beverly Ann and Peter Conroy
Sharon Conway
Mr. Robert L. Crawford
Mr. Jerry J. Critser
Anita Creus
Ron and Dolores Daly
Mr. & Mrs. John Daniels
Mr. & Mrs. Clyde H. Dawson
Sylvia Samuel Delman
Mrs. David A. DeMar
Ms. Phyllis Diamond
Mr. Francis T. Dombrowski
Mr. Richard L. Eastline
Nancy Schroeder Ebert
Ms. Estelle Edlis
Robert J. Elisberg
Richard Elledge
Charles and Carol Emmons
Joseph R. Ender
James B. Fadim
Leslie Farrell
Donna Feldman
Frances and Henry Fogel
Allen J. Frantzen
Gustave D. Friesem
Nancy and Larry Fuller
Dileep Gangolli
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Gardner
Miss Elizabeth Gatz
Mrs. Willard Gidwitz
Mr. Joseph Glossberg
Adle and Marvin Goldsmith
Joan E. Gordon
Douglas Ross Gortner
Cher Gouge and Shelley Ochab
Mr. & Mrs. George Graham
Ms. Elizabeth A. Gray
Delta A. Greene
Nancy P. Griffin
Mrs. Ann B. Grimes
Mrs. Barbara Gundrum
Lyne R. Haarlow
Mrs. Robin Tieken Hadley
Mr. Tom Hall
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Hallett
Mrs. David J. Harris
Dr. & Mrs. Donald Heinrich
John and Linda Hillman
Mrs. Morris H. Hirsh
Mr. Thomas Hochman
Mrs. Walter Horban
Mrs. Marian Johnson
Ms. Janet Jones
Marshall Keltz
Valerie and George Kennedy
Paul Keseke
Mr. & Mrs. Frank L. Klapperich, Jr.
Mrs. LeRoy Klemt
Sally Jo Knowles
Mrs. Russell V. Kohr
Ms. Barbara Kopsian
Liesel E. Kossmann
Richard J. Kost
Thomas and Annelise Lawson
Patricia Lee
Dr. & Mrs. David J. Leehey
Dr. & Mrs. Robert L. Levy
Ms. Sally Lewis
Dr. Eva F. Lichtenberg
Mr. Michael Licitra
Dr. & Mrs. Philip R. Liebson
Bonnie Glazier Lipe
Glen J. Madeja and Janet Steidl
Ann Chassin Mallow
Mrs. John J. Markham
Kathleen W. Markiewicz
Judith W. McCue and Howard M. McCue III
Mr. William McIntosh
Mrs. Leoni McVey
Mrs. Harmon Meigs
Dale and Susan Miller
Kathryn Miller
Dr. Leo and Catherine Miserendino
Thomas R. Mullaney
David J. and Dolores D. Nelson
Franklin Nussbaum
James F. Oates
Diana J. and Gerald L. Ogren
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Oliver, Jr.
Wallace and Sarah Oliver
IN MEMORIAM

Listed below are individuals who were Theodore Thomas Society members and patrons who made exceptional commitments to the Chicago Symphony Orchestra through their estates. They are remembered with gratitude for their generosity and visionary support.

Anonymous (7)
Hope A. Abelson
Elizabeth E. Abler
Richard Abrahams
Frances B. Abrahamson
Donald Alderman
Roger A. Anderson
Faye Angell
Irwin Askow
James E.S. Baker
Jacqueline and Frank Ball
Wayne Balmer
Paul Barker
Patricia Anne Barton
Barbara Burt Baumann
Hortense K. Becker
Norma Zuzanek Bennett
Harry H. Bernbaum
Lenore M. Berner
Naomi T. Borwell
Herriet B. Brady
Marjorie J. Bredehorn
Patricia W. and Kenneth A. Broecker
Howard Broecker
Marie Kraemer Burnside
Elizabeth R. Capilupo
Rose Mary Carter
Charles R. Casper
Margaret G. Chamales
Marcia S. Cohn
Milton Colman
Robert Cooke
Nelson D. Cornelius
Billie Dale Delevitt
Robert L. Devitt
Edison and Jane Warner Dick
Howard M. Donaldson
William B. Drewry
William A. Dumbleton
Evelyn Dyba
Marian Edelstein
Dr. Edward Elisberg
Kelli Gardner Emery
Shirley L. and Robert Ettelson
Shirley Mae Evans
Mildred F. Fandus
Dr. James D. Fenters
Natalie N. Ferry
Robert B. Fordham
Annette Fox
Herbert B. Fried
Dr. Muriel S. Friedman
Hynda and Maurice Gamze
Florence Ganja
Alan J. Garber
Martin and Francye Gecht
Betsy N. and James R. Getz
Jeanne Brown Gordon
Barbara L. Gould
Elizabeth S. Graettinger
William B. Graham
David Green
Allen J. Greenberger
Dr. Robert A. Greendale
Ernest A. Grunsfeld III
Elizabeth and Paul Guenzel
Cecile Guthman
Betty and Lester Guttmann
A. William Haarlow III
Grace and Vernon Hajeck
Clarine and James Hall
Parker Hall
Richard Halvorsen
Chalkley J. Hambleton
Leah C. and Robert J. Hamman
CAPT Martin F. Hanson, USN Ret.
Allan E. Harris
Melville D. Hartman
Lawrence J. Helstern
Adolph "Bud" and Avis Herseth
Marriane Deson Herstein
Mary Jo Hertel
Helen Hoagland
Richard J. Hofemann
Blanche Hoehesel
Allen H. Howard
Hugh Johnston Hubbard
Joseph H. Huebner
Mrs. Henry Isham
Phyllis A. Jones
Joseph M. Kacena
Morris A. Kaplan
Russell V. Kohr
Jeffrey W. Korman
Sarah H. and Bertram D. Kribben
William Kruppenbacher
Evelyn and Arnold Kupec
Ruth Lucie Labitzke
Louise H. Landau
Alice M. La Port
H. Elizabeth and Earl D. Larsen
Caressa Y. Lauer
Robert A. Leady
Arthur E. Leckner, Jr.
Lena T. Levinson
Beryl M. Lewis
Richard Alan Livingston
Mrs. Richard Q. Livingston
Marion M. and Glen A. Lloyd
Mary Longbrake
Arthur G. Maling
June Betty and Herbert S. Manning
Mrs. Robert C. Marks
Ida and Barbara Marshall
Eloise Martin
Virginia Harvey McAnulty
Tribute Program

The Tribute Program provides an opportunity to celebrate milestones such as birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, and graduations. It also can serve as a way to honor the memory of friends and family. An Honor or Memorial Gift enables you to express your feelings in a truly distinctive and memorable way. Contributions may be any amount and are placed in the Orchestra’s Endowment Fund. For more information regarding this program, please call 312-294-3100. Listed below are Honor and Memorial Gifts of $100 or more received between August 21, 2017 and February 1, 2018.

MEMORIAL GIFTS

In memory of Judith Armbruster
Catherine Horan

In memory of M. Cherif Bassiouni
Paul J. Davey
Eileen B. Landau
PMI Impact
Dr. & Mrs. Sateh Shafik
Wilderness Dunes
Property Association

In memory of John R. Blair
Barbara Blair

In memory of Marlene Bowen
Gilbert Bowen

In memory of Roger Carlson
Catherine Grochowski

In memory of Robert C. Clark
Janet Arbesman

In memory of Robert Cooke
Mary Mulier

In memory of Gary A. Davis
Steven Andes

In memory of Rev. David A. Donovan
Geoffrey A. Anderson
Joan M. Hall
Gary and Krista Kaplan
Margaret and John Kemper
Lois A. Klimstra
Karen V. Maurer
William V. Porter
Robert R. Watson
Lisa and Paul Wiggin

In memory of Norman Gold
Wender Family Foundation

In memory of Cecile Renaud Gorno
Lynne R. Haarlow

In memory of Harriet Hirsh
Donald F. and Alice P. Goldsmith
Arnold and Nina Harris
Harriet and Ernest Karmin
Nancy R. Levi
Herbert and Joan Loeb
Rita Love
Peter and Robin Marks
Betty and Thomas Philipsborn
Jennifer Rosen
Kurt Rosen
Blossom Wohl

In memory of Ed Koleske
Dorothy Erickson

In memory of Robert Marth
CIBC

In memory of Barbara P. Millar
K. Kennedy

In memory of Albert Nagy
Andrea Stamm

In memory of Rosalie Aaron Ovson
Richard W. Aaron

In memory of William A. Pollak
Kara Hughes
Kathryn Johnson
John Malusa
Julie Molina
Scott Muench
Don Pollak

In memory of Virginia H. Rogers and Arthur E. Leckner, Jr.
Robert Wilson

In memory of Dolores Savin
Anonymous (1)
Linda Kaplan
Pam and Charles Meyerson

Tribute Program

The Tribute Program provides an opportunity to celebrate milestones such as birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, and graduations. It also can serve as a way to honor the memory of friends and family. An Honor or Memorial Gift enables you to express your feelings in a truly distinctive and memorable way. Contributions may be any amount and are placed in the Orchestra’s Endowment Fund. For more information regarding this program, please call 312-294-3100. Listed below are Honor and Memorial Gifts of $100 or more received between August 21, 2017 and February 1, 2018.

MEMORIAL GIFTS

In memory of Judith Armbruster
Catherine Horan

In memory of M. Cherif Bassiouni
Paul J. Davey
Eileen B. Landau
PMI Impact
Dr. & Mrs. Sateh Shafik
Wilderness Dunes
Property Association

In memory of John R. Blair
Barbara Blair

In memory of Marlene Bowen
Gilbert Bowen

In memory of Roger Carlson
Catherine Grochowski

In memory of Robert C. Clark
Janet Arbesman

In memory of Robert Cooke
Mary Mulier

In memory of Gary A. Davis
Steven Andes

In memory of Rev. David A. Donovan
Geoffrey A. Anderson
Joan M. Hall
Gary and Krista Kaplan
Margaret and John Kemper
Lois A. Klimstra
Karen V. Maurer
William V. Porter
Robert R. Watson
Lisa and Paul Wiggin

In memory of Norman Gold
Wender Family Foundation

In memory of Cecile Renaud Gorno
Lynne R. Haarlow

In memory of Harriet Hirsh
Donald F. and Alice P. Goldsmith
Arnold and Nina Harris
Harriet and Ernest Karmin
Nancy R. Levi
Herbert and Joan Loeb
Rita Love
Peter and Robin Marks
Betty and Thomas Philipsborn
Jennifer Rosen
Kurt Rosen
Blossom Wohl

In memory of Ed Koleske
Dorothy Erickson

In memory of Robert Marth
CIBC

In memory of Barbara P. Millar
K. Kennedy

In memory of Albert Nagy
Andrea Stamm

In memory of Rosalie Aaron Ovson
Richard W. Aaron

In memory of William A. Pollak
Kara Hughes
Kathryn Johnson
John Malusa
Julie Molina
Scott Muench
Don Pollak

In memory of Virginia H. Rogers and Arthur E. Leckner, Jr.
Robert Wilson

In memory of Dolores Savin
Anonymous (1)
Linda Kaplan
Pam and Charles Meyerson
In memory of Fred Spector
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Alumni Association
Catherine Horan
Ruth Ann and Tom Watkins
In memory of William Warren
Martine Derom

HONOR GIFTS
In honor of Dr. Edward L. Applebaum and Dr. Eva E. Redei
Frieda Applebaum
In honor of Leslie Henner Burns
Steven and Lauren Scheibe
In honor of Robert Coad
Alfred Goldstein
Joanne Silver
In honor of Robert Kohl and Clark Pellet
Lynn and Louis Philipson
Happy birthday to our mom
Sue Lerch Leibowitz
from your children and grandchildren
In honor of Helen Zell
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Kaufman

LEAGUE OF THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA ASSOCIATION TRIBUTE PROGRAM
In memory of Laura Collins
Mary Ann Anderson
Wally and Carol Lennox
Penny Van Horn
In memory of Helene Gardner
Penny Van Horn
In memory of Clarine Hall
Penny Van Horn
In honor of Pam Andrews and Marguerite Guido, Co-chairs of Fall in Love with Music
Penny Van Horn
In honor of Linda Blumberg
Carol Sadow
In honor of William Buchman and Lee Lichamer
Sharon Gibson
In honor of Robert Coad
Elizabeth Beckmann
Wilma Dooley
Hazel A Fackler
Glenn and Marjorie Friedman Heyman
Janet Jentes
Lori Julian
Bonnie Lipe
Nancy M. Woulfe
In honor of Jessica Erickson
Penny Van Horn

In memory of Lori Julian
Sonya Doumanian
Janice Matz
Nancy Woulfe
In honor of the League of the CSOA
Kathy Duginger
In honor of Michael and Margo Oberman
The North Shore Areas of the CSOA
In honor of the 80th Birthday of Mitchell J Wiet
Jessica Jagielnik

Contributed Gifts and Services
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association is grateful to Steinway & Sons for its generous support.

Allium String Quartet
Ampersand Wine Bar
Apland
Baker & McKenzie
Banfi
BBJ Linen
Betsy Beckmann
Belmont Yacht Club
Big Foot Media
Blue Plate Catering
Boleo
Booth Hansen
Boston Consulting Group
Bridges Mavrakakis LLP
William Buchman
Sarah Bullen
Elliot Callighan, Ramova Music
Capstone Financial Advisors
Oto Carrillo
Li-Kuo Chang
Chicago Bears
Chicago Cultural Center
Chicago Magazine
Chicago Tribune Company
de Quay Restaurant
DLA Piper LLP (US)
E&J Gallo Winery
Mrs. Walter D. Fackler
Four Seasons Hotel Chicago
Frederick C. Robie House
Susanna Gaunt
Gemini Graphics, Inc.
Gentleman's Cooperative
Daniel Gingrich
Goose Island Beer Co.
Greenwich Studios
David Griffin
Hewitt Associates
Hillshire Snacking
HispanicPro
Iron Galaxy Studios
Iwan Ries & Co.
Jet's Pizza
Robb Jibson, So Midwest
Gabrielle Johnson
Kathy Jordan
Nicholas Joseph
Lori Julian
Carole Keller
Kimpton Gray Hotel
Ben and Laura King
Lincoln Park Zoo
Yo-Yo Ma
Mayer Brown LLP
Tammy McCann
McKinsey & Company
Metrograph Commissary
Metropolitan Brewing
National Hispanic Sales Network
Nicado Publishing / NegociosNow
Paul Rehder Salon
Jonathan Pegis
PianoForte
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
R. Cruso & Son
Lora Schaef er
Show Services
Slower Linett Strategies
James Smelser
Mike Smith, Photographic Services International
Kathy Solaro
Soldier Field
The Sound Co-Op, LLC
Steinway Piano Gallery Chicago
Susan Synnestvedt
Brant Taylor
David Taylor
Benjamin Teichman
Tesla
Tesorì
Theatrical Lighting Connection
Think-cell
TimeOut
Tootsie Roll
Union Station
United Airlines
Vancouver Symphony Orchestra
Virtue Cider
Walgreens
WBBM
WBEZ
WFMT
Wheaton College
Wrigley Field
WTMX
Cynthia Yeh
Yuan-Qing Yu

*Denotes deceased
Italics indicate Trustees or Governing Members of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra Association.

Gifts listed as of January 30, 2018
HOW WILL YOU MEET YOUR NEXT GREAT CLIENTS?

Through Crain’s Custom Media

• Connect with top prospects at a custom roundtable event.

• Learn about the needs of potential clients with custom surveys—then continue the conversation by sharing the results.

• Captivate qualified attendees with an expert webinar series.

• Deliver compelling custom white papers and social campaigns that help your sales team close the deal.

And that’s just the start.

CRAIN’S CUSTOM MEDIA:
Lead generation is our specialty

For information, contact Frank Sennett at 312-649-5278 or fsennett@crain.com
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois is proud to support the arts and education programs throughout our communities. We know if we stay active and inspired, so will our future.